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1. Prior to August 2, 1969 }lilton Semer, a 1a~ryer for the
predecessor organization of Associated Milk Producers, Inc. (AMPI), a
large milk producers' cooperative, told Herbert W. Kalmbach, the Presi-
dent's personal attorney and political fundraiser, that Semer's client
wanted to make a political contribution. Semer told Kalmbach that his
client had three goals: (1) milk price supports at a level of 90%
of parity; (2) a Presidential address to the AMPI convention the
following year; and (3) some identity or audience with the President,
such as picture taking and the ability to talk to various people
within the ~fuite House. Kalmbach has testified that he informed
Haldeman of AMPI's goals and its desire to make contributions and that
Haldeman authorized Kalmbach to accept the contribution. Haldeman has
stated that Kalmbach reported to him generally on fundraising activities
but that he does not recall Kalmbach's reporting on the milk producer's
contribution.
1.1 Milton Serner statement, sse Executive Session,
February 5, 1974, Semer Exhibit 1.
1.2 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, 5 sse 2092.
1.3 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 3-6, 10-13.
1.4 Herbert Kalmbach calendar, April i-April 4, 1969;
June 12 - June 13, 1969; June 28, 1969; July 10,
1969; August 2, 1969.
1.5 H. R. Haldeman unsworn testimony, sse Executive
Session, January 31, 1974, 2.
1.6 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 29-30.
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2. On August 2, 1969 Semer on behalf of A11PI delivered $100,000 in
cash to Kalmbach. Kalmbach added the cash to the surplus funds from the
President's 1968 campaign that were in Kalmbach's custody. Kalmbach
used this fund on behalf of the White House for, among other things,
making payments to Tony U1asewicz and to the Albert Brewer campaign
against George Wallace.
2.1 Milton Semer statement, sse Executive Session,
February 5, 1974, Semer Exhibit 1.
2.2 Herbert Kalmbach deposition, Nader v. Butz,
December 13, 1973, 23.
2.3 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive
Session, March 22, 1974, 14, 18, 10.
2.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, sse Executive
Session, February 8, 1974, 14-15.
2.5 H. R. Haldeman unswo rn interview, sse Executive
Session, January 31, 1974, 2.
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3. Kalmbach has testified that between August 2, 1969 and August 9,
1969 he reported to Haldeman that he had received the $100,000 and again
stated to Haldeman the objectives Semer had given. Kalmbach also informed
John Ehrlichman, Maurice Stans, Jack Gleason (then an aide to Haurice
Stans and later a ~fuite House aide), and Assistants to the President
Peter Flanigan and Harry Dent of the contribution, and he telephoned one
or more of them t.oarrange for meetings between AMPI representatives and
White House aides. On August 19, 1969 Semer, AMPI General Manager
Harold Nelson and A}WI special counsel David Parr met with Dent at the
White House to discuss dairy industry problems and to invite the Presi-
dent to address an AMPI annual meeting.
3.1 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 13-18.
3.2 John Ehrlichman testimony, sse Executive Session,
February 8, 197[.,1-5.
3.3 Hilton Semer testimony, sse Executive Session,
February 5, 1974, 48-52.
3.4 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 43-45.
3.5 Memorandum from Harold Nelson to Harry S. Dent,
August 19, 1969 (received from SSe).
3.6 Letter from Jack Gleason to Milton Semer, September 16,
1969 (received from SSe).
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4. By memorandum dated June 24t 1970 White House aide Jack Gleason
tun1ed over most of the responsibilities with regard to the milk producers
to Special Counsel to the President Charles Colson. Gleason stated that
Colson would handle outstanding items including the possibility of the
President speaking in September at the AMP! annual meeting in Chicago
and the possibility of the President making an emergency reduction of
import quotas on dairy products. Attached to the memorandum was a draft
letter prepared by Parr that could be used by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to recommend that the President take immediate action imposing
limitations on imports of certain cheeses and other dairy products.
4.1 Memorandum from Jack Gleason to Charles Colson,
June 24, 1970 and attached draft letter (received
from White House).
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5. In the June 24, 1970 memorandum from Gleason to Colson referred
to in the preceding paragraph, Gleason stated that AMP! special counsel
Parr would coordinate directly with Gleason on collection and distribu-
tion of support. During 1970, k~I and other dairy organizations pledged
or contributed approximately $135,000 to a special White House project
administered by Gleason and Kalmbach that designated certain congressional
candidates to receive contributions and distributed the contributions.
5.1 Nemorandum from Jack Gleason to Charles Colson,
June 24, 1970 (received from White House).
5.2 Memorandum from Herbert Y~lmbach to file, April 22,
1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.3 Herbert Kalmbach notes on 1970 congressional campaign
fundraising (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.4 Letter from Herbert Kalmbach to H. R. Haldeman,
November 6, 1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.5 Letter from Jack Gleason to Mrs. Joan Payson, July
20, 1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.6 Letter from Patrick J. Hillings to the President,
December 16, 1970 (received from SSe).
5.7 Memorandum from Jack Gleason to Harry Dent, June 18,
1970 (received from SSe).
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6. Before September 9, 1970 AMPI representatives stated to
Colson that A?-fl>Iwould arrange for $2 million to be contributed to
the President's 1972 re-election campaign.
6.1 t-lemorandumfrom Charles Colson to the President
(received from White House).
6.2 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 82-83.
6.3 David Parr testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 21, 1973, 205-06.
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7. On September 4, 1970 the President telephoned AMPI General
Manager Nelson at the AMPI convention in Chicago, expressed his
regret at being unable to attend the AMPI convention and invited
Nelson to meet with him in Washington to arrange a meeting with a
larger delegation of dairy leaders at a later date. On September 9,
1970 Parr and Nelson had a nine-minute "photo opporttmity" meeting
with the President and Colson at the tVhite House. In preparing for
the meeting, the President revf.eved a memorandum by Colson which
stated that the milk producers had pledged $2 million to the 1972 campaign.
Colson said in the memorandum that it would be most helpful if the
President would tell Nelson and Parr that he was aware of their political
support, what they had already done that year to assist and what they
were committed to do in the future. Colson said that if the visitors
realized that the President was m~are of what they were doing, it
would strengthen very much Colson's hand in dealing with them. Parr
has testified that during the meeting, the President stated that he
had heard some very good things about A}~I and.that he wanted to
address an A}PI convention.
7.1 l-1hiteHouse "White Paper," The Hilk Support Price
Decision, January 8, 1974, 7-8.
7.2 Memorandum from Charles Colson to the President re
September 9, 1970 meeting, attached to memorandum
from Stephen Bull to the President (received from
v.1hite House).
7.3 David Parr testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 21, 1973, 13-14, 17.
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8. On September 16, 1970 Charles Colson wrote a memorandum to John
Dean saying that a group that provides strong political and financial
backing had asked for information regarding limitations on campaign
contributions. Colson asked Dean to get a quick reading from the
Justice Department because Colson did not want to keep the group hanging
and their funds were needed. At the bottom of the carbon copy of the
memorandum is the handwritten name and telephone number of Bob Isham,
the AMP! comptroller.
8.1 Memorandum from Charles Colson to John Dean,
September 16, 1970 and undated attachments
(received from White House).
8.2 Bob Lilly testimony, SSC Executive Session,
November 14, 1973, 4-5.
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9. In the fall of 1970, at Haldeman's direction, Colson began
coordinating outside funding activities for various w'hite House projects
including the use of a Washington, D. C. public relations firm to place
advertisements and undertake other activities in support of Administra-
tion policies. The project contemplated the use of "front" organiza-
tions. Colson stated that some friends had retained a public relations
outfit which gave them the financial resources to do things for the
White House. Colson stated in a memorandum to Haldeman that once the
project was fully set up, the White House would have available about
$100,000 per year through this resource. During 1971 and 1972 the
Washington, D. C. public relations firm of Wagner & Baroody placed
advertisements in the name of various private groups in support of
Administration policies.
9.1 Memorandum from H. R. Haldeman to Colson, Dent,
Klein, ~~gruder, August 7, 1970 (received from SSC).
9.2 Memorandum from Jeb Magruder to Haldeman and Klein,
August 18, 1970 (received from SSC).
9.3 Memorandum from Charles Colson to H. R. Haldeman,
September 15, 1970 (received from SSC).
9.4 Joseph Baroody affidavit to the SSC, January 30, 1974
(received from SSC).
9.5 Charles Colson testimony, Grand Jury, People v.
Ehr1i.chman, June 8, 1973, 654.
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10. On or about November 3, 1970 Colson sent a memorandum to Murray
Chotiner noting that Al~I's political trust had contributed to unopposed
Democratic congressional candidates and asking Chotiner to tell AMPI's
lawyer Barion Harrison that if he ,~anted to play both sides, that's
one game, but if he wanted to play the Administration's side, it was
entirely different. Colson said that this would be a good way to condition
Harrison before putting the screws to him on imports ,which they were
about to do.
10.1 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Murray Chotiner,
November 3, 1970 (received from lVhite House).
10.2 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Jack Gleason,
November 2, 1970 with attachment (received from
White House).
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11. In late November, 1970 Colson, Kalmbach, Nelson, Parr, AMPI
lawyers Harrison and Patrick Hillings and Presidential campaign
fundraiser Tom Evans met in Kalmbach's hotel room in l~ashington, D. C.
and discussed procedures whereby AMP I's contributions to the Presi-
dent's re-election campaign could meet statutory reporting requirements
without resulting in publicity.
11.1 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, SSC Executive Session,
Harch 22, 1974, 32-34, 38.
11.2 Herbert Kalmbach deposition, Nade~ v. Butz,
December 13, 1973, 39-41.
11.3 Marion Harrison testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 32-34.
11.4 Letter from 1-1arionHarrison to Harold Nelson,
November 2, 1970 (received from SSe).
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12. On December 16 or 17, 1970 A11PI lawyer Hillings -hand-delivered
to the White House a letter to the President requesting that the
President adopt a Tariff Commission recommendation to restrict imports
of chocolate crumb and other dairy products. The letter stated that
AMPI had contributed about $135,000 to Republican candidates in the
1970 election, was now working with Tom Evans and Herb Kalmbach in
setting up appropriate channels for AMPI to contribute $2 million for
the President's re-election, and also was funding a special project.
The letter was routed to Haldeman, Ehrlichman and Colson. According
to the White House "lfuite Paper" on the milk price support decision,
the President did not see the letter.
12.1 Letter from Patrick Hillings to the President,
December 16, 1970, with attached memorandum,
October 16, 1970,·and attached routing slips
(received from SSC).
12.2 White House "hThite Paper," The Hilk Support Price
Decision, January 8, 1974, 9.
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13. By memorandum dated December 18, 1970 Charles Colson complained
to Murray Chotiner regarding the behavior of AMP! lawyers Harrison and
Hillings. Colson stated that they had so muddled up the present dairy
import situation that he almost thought there was no way to help
them. He also stated that they had refused to help recently in a
matter of great importance.
13.1 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Murray Chotiner,
December 18, 1970 (received from White House).
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14. On December 31t 1970 the President signed a proclamation lowering
import quotas on certain chocolate and other dairy products.
14.1 President Nixon Proclamation 4026, December 31, 1970,
7 Presidential Documents 8-10.
14.2 United States Tariff Commission press release, October
6, 1970 (received from Library of Congress).
14.3 White House "White Paper," The Milk Support Price
Decision, January 8, 1974, 9.
14.4 AMP! news release, January 5, 1971 (received from SSC).
[5889]
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1. Prior to August 2, 1969 Hilton Semel', a Lawyer for the
predecessor organization of Associated Milk Producers, "Inc. (AMPI) , a
large milk producers' cooperative, told Herbert W. Kalmbach, the Presi-
dent's personal attorney and political fundraiseI', that Semer's client
wanted to make a political contribution. Semel' told Kalmbach that his
client had three goals: (1) milk price supports at a level of 90%
of parity; (2) a Presidential address to the AMPI convention the
following year; and (3) some identity or audience with the President,
such as picture taking and the ability to talk to various people
within the White House. Kalmbach has testified that he informed
Haldeman of A)~I's goals and its desire to make contributions and that
Haldeman authorized Kalmbach to accept the contribution. Haldeman has
stated that Kalmbach reported to him generally on fundraising activities
but that he does not recall Kalmbach's reporting on the milk producer's
con tribution.
1.1 Milton Semel' statement, sse Executive Session,
February 5, 1974, Semel' Exhibit 1.
1.2 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, 5 sse 2092.
1.3 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 3-6, 10-13.
1.4 Herbert Kalmbach calendar, April -2 - April 4, 1969;
June 12 - June 13, 1969; June 28, 1969; July 10,
1969; August 2, 1969.
1.5 H. R. Haldeman unsworn testimony, sse Executive
Session, January 31, 1974, 2.
1.6 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 29-30.
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1.1 Milton Semer statement
Semer Exhibit 1
\.
NOTE 1.1
At Milton Semer's Executive Session testimony before
the Senate Select Committee on February 5, 1974 the following
statement provided by Semer was introduced into evidence as
Exhibit 1.
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_ ··... 6. \.
IN EXECUTI'iIE SESSION -1.1 Milton Semer statement:r::,) '}::.
Semer Exhibi t 1 ::-::..jj ~j
TES?H'10;'lY OF BILTON P. SEt,1_ER
BEFORE TEE SELECT COl·~HT'I'EE ON PRESIDENTIAL
CAHPAIGN ACTIVITIES/D. S. SENATE
FEBRUARY 8/ 1974
Ny name 1S Nil ton P. Semer; I am an attorney practicing la ...,
in ~'iashington, D. C. I am appearing t.o describe my relationship
with a f ormer client I the Associated Hilk producers, Inc. of San
&'1tonio, Texas.
From discussions with your staff, I understand your interest
in my testimony to center on representation of t.he client during
1969 and 1970.
Also, in light of your staff's interest, I should note that in
1968 I was Treasurer for Senator Huskie J s Vice Presidential cam-
paign, and when Senator Muskie r an for reelection to the Serrat.e in
1970, I was Treasurer of the Huskie Election committee.
Attached to my statement are copies of letters from the client
to L~is co~~ittee's staff setting forth the extent to which the
client has waived the attorney-client privilege in connection with
my testimony.
Myrelationship with the client c01TI.!<1encedon Harch 21, 1969,
when represen-~atives came to see me in 'dashington. "\'le discussed
how our Washington firm might assist them, when circums-tances re-
quired, in making a persuasive case on the meri-ts to the Federal
Government on substantive issues of interest to them, including
price supports and 1mport competition. In part, it appeared that
this would involve presenting their a:r-gurr.entsto the ~'lhite House -
,-,hich, during the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, had actively~;'-
participated in decisions on such issues, and presu.:.-nablywould
continue to do so.
At the same tirne, it was explained to me that the client was
organizing a political fund, the Trust for Agricultural and Politi-
cal Education, to raise funds from their roe~~ers for distribution
to ca..'1dic1a tes of both major parties in local, Sta-te, Congressional,
and presidential carnpaigns. TAPEwas described to me as a fund
mode Led after the AFL-CIO I s COIT!JT:ittee for Political Edl!cation, COPE,
'~"'hosepurpose wou Ld be to support and win friends on capitol Hill
and in the Administration and pro:note the milk farmer's position
.on the issues.
Shortly after my initial meeting with the client, I began an
unsLccessful effort to help it find out how the ~fuite House was to
be organized, and to whomit should make its case.
j)i-Y1/'-((l - SJ'C J/11/7/
I 9r
'I! _",
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(I have related the details of these efforts to your staff,
arid my purpos(~ in this stiJ.cemenc is to hi<;hlight -thebasic events
in the chronology.
On october 25, 1968, just before the presidential election, I
called Hr. John Hitchell who had served on an advisory cornmittee
when I was General Counsel of the housing department in the early
1960 's. I phoned him at the behest of a client wi shLriqto contrib-
ute to the Nixon campaign. _Hr.Hitchell had put me in touch with
Hr. Naurice Stans, who in turn referred me to Nr. Jack Gleason.
On Barch 25, 1969, following my initial meeting \qith the client,
I called Jack Gleason at the v.lhiteHouse to describe my firm's new
clien-t and its interest in finding out to whom at;the Whi-te House
it should direct its case. Mr. Gleason in turn suggested I deal
\'1ith !'1r. Herbert Kalrrbach, and it shortly was arranged for me to
meet Nr. KaImhach in \\Tashington.
On April 3, 1969, I explained to Hr. Kalmbach the interests of
roy client. Mr. Kalmbach did not ask for a political contribution,
but did inquire about the contribution potential of the client's
political trust fund, TAPE.
On July 10, 1969, I visited w.i t.hHr. Kalmbach at his office in
Newport Beach, California. On this occasion Hr. Kalmbach inquired
how TAPE's fund-raising was progressing. \'lhenI explained -that
my client hoped its trust fund would collect sufficient funds to
make contributions to a large number of candidates of both parties
at all levels of government, Nr. Kalmbach told me that contributions
would be appreciated by the Administration.
At this time it was my'und.erstanding, and I thought it \'TaSBr.
Kalmbach's, that the client wou Ld be making 1 through its trust fund,
a series of political contributions to committees for 1970 Congres-
sional candidates, to be reported by TAPE and by the recipient
co~~ittees. It had been a common practice for past A~~inist~ations
to "piggy-backll such contributions - that is, to transmit then
through the incumbent Administra-tion, allowing it to share credit
for the contributions with the donor -- and I had discussed this
political teChnique both wi t.hthe client and with Nr. Kalmbach.
Thus it was that on August I, 1969, I flew to Dallas, T~~as, to
receive from the client for delivery to Nr. Kalmbach the next day a
contribution of one hundred thousand dollars in cash. Although rr.o~e
than a little surprised at the amount, which was much larger than I
had supposed it would be I I delivered the funds to Hr. Kalrn...bachas
I had agreed to do. Neither then nor later did he tell me anyt~ing
inconsistent wit~ my understanding of the nature of this transaction,
as -summeri zad above.
[5895]
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" .. - 1.2 Herbert Kalmbach testimony
PRESIDENTIAL CAmPAIGN ACTIYIT1ES OF 1972
SENATE RESOLUTION 60
HE.l-\'RINGS
BEFORE TEE
SELECT CO)Il}IITTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL CAl\fPAIGN ACTIVITIES
OF TEE
UNITED s~rATES SEN.tt\.TE
:N1NETY-THIRD CONGRESS
FIRST SESSIO:-l
WATERGATE AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
Phase I: Watergate Investigation
WASHIXGTOX, D.C., JULY 11, 12, 13, 16, A...'\""1) 17, 1973
Book 5
Printed tor the use of the
Select Committee on Presidentlat Cumpatzn Acttvltles
U.S. COVEP.~O! 8:-<. PRI~T:rxC OFFICE
WASHl~G-rON : Ins
For salt" by th~ Sup~rinh'nc!t'nt or n(Wl\m~nl1.n.s. O,''I7t"m::leont Print!ng O:l!~
\\·a\Jh~r~!oi'. D.C. :"U~·~• Price ~3
Stoc:': ~t~:l~bd~ ~'~:\)-1jl~l~tl
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2092
and in Arizona. In U)67, the-present firm of Kalmbach, Delvlarco,
Knapp & Chillingworth was founded with oflices in Los Angek<;
and Kewport Beach. Also, for more than 20 years, I ha \'0 been active
in political work-particularly in recent years in the area of campaign
finance. .
Since early 1D69, I have been engaged in activities on the President's
behalf in three major areas.r-rrrst, it has been the source of great pride and personal satisfactionI~~~~:and to my partners to 1uI;ve had,t.he responsibility for ~a:r:clling
personal legal matters for President NIXon and members of h1S Imme-
diate family for the past <1 years ..During this period, practically an
he contacts that I had relative to these matters were handled
ugh either John Ehrlichmun or .Iohn Dean.
Second, I acted as trustee during the period from January of ll)69
to early February of H)72 for certain surplus funds which had accrued
principally from the primary period of the ll)68 campaign. While
Maurice H. Stuns was the individual with whom I dealt at the time
Laccepted such trusteeship, I disbursed from such funds only at the
express direction of H. R. Haldeman or others clearly having the
authority to direct such disbursements.
. Third, I agreed to solicit early pledges of financial support for the
President's 1972 campaign beginning in November of 1970. This as-
signment was completed in the spring of 1972. The original records of
this activity were turned over to the finance commiUeeafter Mr. Stuns
had assumed the post of finance chairman on February 15, 1972. I
thereupon directed my secretary to destroy my files which were wholly
personal and supportive of the original files earlier transferred to
the finance committee, This action on my part was intended to insure
the continued confidentiality of the contacts that I had had with
various contributors with whom I had dealt during this period. Copies
of what remaining records I have and such bank records as I have been
able to retrieve have been supplied to the committee's staff prior to my
appearance here today.
Finally, I want to take this opportunity to deny any prior knowledge
of the Watergate break-in, in or participation In, the forrnulution of
any planned conspiracy to cover up that incident or act of campaign
sabotage or unethical activity. Mv actions in the period immediately
following the break-in which involved the raising of funds to provide
for the legal defense of the \Vatergate defendants and for the support
of their families were prompted inthe belief that such was proper and
necessary to discharge what I assumed to be a moral obligation that
had arisen in some manner unknown to 1I1eby reason of earlier events.
The fact that I had been directed to undertake these actions by the
No.2 nnd Xo. ;; men Oil the 'White House staff made it absolutely
inc.omprehensible to me that mv actions in this rerrarcl coulel have been
regarded in any way as improper or unethical. ~
I am here before you today to tell the truth about my acti vities dur-
ing the period in question. It is not my purpose to testify for or ucniust
nny individual. I wish to cooperate ·flllly with the committee, ~ld in
that spirit. I am now rendv to answer your questions to the very best
of Illy ability. .' •
Thank YOll.
)[1'. D.\SII. Thank Y01l, )[1". Kalmhach.
[5898]
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1.3 Herbert Kalmbach testimony
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Hr. Kalr0.bach. Yes, and of course these funds C3...71.e into
2 my -- under my control at a later date subseguentto that
;:) January l4t..~,1969 meeting with Hr. Stans.
4 Hr. Neitz. Now, did there come a t.ime,in 1969, when you
5 were contacted by a representative of ~~e Dairy Lobby, or
6
7
8
9
. .
10
12
. -13
J.A
.-l5
",:,', 16
. --'l7
. l8
19
20
21
22
23
24
Dairy Industry? ..
Hr•..Kalmbach ..
- '.Yes, on or about April -- the early part
of April.
, ,.'
by a man..by the name of l<liltonSernez',s-e-m-e-r/:'who· Lden tifie-
~".~ .
' ... ;.
" _.
himself' as an attorney in ~vashington; D. C.,
i-': '-. !,' :.:;....
.:....:
.John Mitcnell.:.,.:·· -r.: .v'. .
Did he say in what connectio~ he was:~allin~
··... 'x "
you? ._. . ~'. . :-:', =
. '. .'. .
As I recaj_l'~hatveryMr~·.Kalriliach.No, he did not.
. :: '..
'; :_' ....:~- .... . .
first\t~lephon~conver~ation, I think I was at the Madison
'\
.Hotel and he called me from his office I wh.ich ;" as it turned
...
. ",
out, is.right across t:flestreet. AJ1das a result ..of·t.~at.
. ,- ,', .~.'- .'.....
conversation we met in the Madison Hotel Coffee Shop, I think
within either that day or the next day, for ten or fifteen
minutes as I remember it.
And I think it \>lasat that tine that he identified himself
as an attorney, or the attorney, for the milk producers •.
Hr. Heitz. Hhat was the purpose of his contact, did he
25 indicate what he wanted to discus~ with you, or what in fact,
.!
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4
did you discuss with him?
Hr. Kalra~ach. Yes, he indicated, in the coffee shop,
that his client, or clients -- I don't remer.ilier if he was
4 representing more than one of the milk ,?ooperatives, or not,
.10
. 11
5
6
?
8
9
12
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
.. . . .
but he indicated that his cli.ent, or clients, wanted to make
a contributi~n and. that he had ~een ref~rred to>:,_~-:,~y John':
._ '; • :',:;' c _:."'; .,.: ~" ._ ~ •
. Hi tchell,:whohe said' was a friend of his.':·,· ... :.
~:". '::.' -:., _'
,',-.
,- _, .._':.,
< 13
3
14
15
16·
,
17
18
........
_".; _'
_ .. l1r e- t·leitz-.:~:.Did he indicate anyone else ':in- the White Hous e
. ',- :.
. -.:' ~:~:--~,:-:-,-
suggested that.- he
" .~. ';_:., '~.' ~". " .:
with whom he· had talked, and who might have
·.:co~t~~~~y;~};{:';~~~;(:~o~_recali. ~t~.BtiS··po~'~?
.....:.. _.. .
" .
, _., "- .
recall it. He might have mentioned
.- ,',
. ~ -'~::: ~.~ "".._ :~-~.. :--:':. '.
meraory is that he said ,that he was ....
,_',:.
calling ---had. called me at 't.he suggestion of ·John'r'lit~h~ll·.:>:·
. :' M'r~:Hei tz., • Did he discuss in that firstconv'ersati~n'"
: • ."' '.' - >.
anything with respect to the: organization or political activity
" ... '.-~...
"_ '. .:
. _.,of. his client?
Hi" • Kalmbach ... · I think that he said that _:.:_.words to' t...'"1e
effect that his client, or clients I had been very much..involved
..
in the 1968 election, but that they had been on the side and
had been very.supportive of se~ator Humi?hrey in that ca':\paign.
And now, wo rds to the effect, that they were w i.t.ho'ut; friends
in the Adninistration and this was t.he reason they. wanted to
... ~ .
Make a contribution.
Hr. Heitz. Did they indicate did Mr. Semer indicate
the arnount; of the contribu tion I or the range of the cor-..tri!:>utio.?
[5902]
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Hr. Kalmbach. I seem to recall t...'1atat ~'-)at .first mee tLn.
"
he indicated $100,000 .00, but I'm not certain on' tha~' -- of
the early April meeting.
Hr. Heitz. Did he specify the recipient" or t.~e Lnt ended
purpose or use of the funds? '. '.' ..:.', -:..
Hr;. Kalmbach. No, he did not •
'.',",7
. ' ' , .,,:.,. .' " "::;~:;:::.':..,, .: ..;.,,'
:..·."contribution ", an~,. again, as I .say, he tol~rne .that he:-.had.·
" -::,,; ..
.8
t'J' •..'':' . .~,"'; "'- .
..::been. referred to me by John Hitchell ~.~.And I don I E.recall that
9
10
II
l2
13
1,4
15
16
,17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
. ...; .r ,.' ... _ ~:_:
:.. ;;"
Hr. Heitz.: Did. -he. say In what form he intended to make
Wehad severa1·conversa-·
orior to the.:tL"1e that I....
actually received the funds in August of 1969. 'And eitl1er
at t..~c at this very early ti~e, or subsequently, at some
25 cleart~at they were talking of contributing cash as their
" " ~. ~..
",'- . .-
he indicated any use of the funds, other ·than
.,', ; ......
ca tegori zing···.:;'.··
" .". ", :". ','
·.~-.\·~H((::'" .
.b'1efundsas a contribution. ..': ':/:" :.~':":':'.,;:..:~~-:"
s: ">. ;.' -
And was it your understanding that. it wa s at,
.......
..
least for the purpose, or in connecti6~. "\.;ith I the ',matier:6f
...... .- " ' ..:
counteracting the fact t...'-1athey had no friends,' so to
as he'~u~it,inthe ~dminisiration?
Hr. KaLmbach. Yes.
. '
the contribution?
1.1r.Kalmbach. Again, on this my memory is that he indi-
.'. -..,~. --- -.
.' ....
cated that' -- and I don't know whether it was at this conversa
'. : .. ":r-' :~:.,~ ..... ~.... '.
.··tioD Or" 2._-{'-)bsequent_conversation.
".~.,.. "".'",~,~t~k")., ,:-~;>.'/r~:.~:\~.:··}-. ;-.':. ':'-:>, ~""~':.: ~
tions;:,:..~;a·;:}c~'nversations I in fact,
.~~ .. . ...#~;
.-'. • ":11
'point, it's ny menory -- and my best ner-ory ~~ that it beca~e
[5903]
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contribution.
NOH, one of the' reasons, as I try to reconstruct this in
mymind and it's of course five years old now,.is· that L~ere.
were no Conmittees outstanding ~~at could receive those funds
th ....a~ I know of I and it's just mymemoryt..'1at he suggested' cash.
. ':.~..
. '.~~ .. ' ..~,_,~. , . .
. . .....
And that is my best memorynow.
Mr .VJe"itz .:~'1hen: you took over responsibility" as trustee
. ,,', ,
_I.-, . "
~\
16 as .'trustee for these. funds. And Hr. Haldeman made it clear .to
. " ..
·for. the·surplus funds from the 1968 carapaign, ..or.at.anytime
..... ~.,,,- ...
17 me in many conversations t..'1at·I 'vas to retainthe:na'-ture of ..
wi t.h tI1atresponsibili.ty·,.·did you.....:·
" .'
• ." • J" - : 't..,. .,' ,", . _,' .~:~~;;.~;:y.. .:
ei mer'Hr. "Haldeman, Nr:~:::St'ans,'..o·r.·;·
:thereClf~err,in .connection
,,-:_, . '~:'>:";/::;';':'::<~<:~:'~':'~-.
:h~;~"any, disCussions:'-;~ith
.-
. anyone else in connection with the preferred . " ...:.... ' .•..~. .
.'-,t.~~.;:.... :.... :" .'~~ " .;.~:.,_.-.:
-that. you wouLd e'ither ha~d1e or receive from. the- o~::side? "' __
- :~ , -_
.' '_ . ." .
, At the ',outset: it'\yas made clear to meth.at' Hr..:.Hl1deman
.,
18 the funds as'· I received the!n, insofar as it VIas possible for
_,.: ... _-,-._.,"':.
.'
19 me to do so. By +hat; I mean that t..'1ecash I received should
20 remain as cash, and there Has a checking account'that I Has --
21 that was established in NewYork City, SO=n2 $570,000.00, and
22 t..'1at was to remain as a checking account until I 'vas ordered
23 to change that, by him.
24 But it was bredited. Cash was to remain 'cash and
25 the check vias to r emaLn in 'that form.
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Thank you.
Hr. ldeitz. Just one more question before we leava this
area. From L~e cash In these various safe deposit boxes durin
the period from 1969 to 1972, I ta~e it ~~at it was L~ose fund
that weze used for purposes such as disbursements to Anthony
c-
UlaseTtlicz and also part of the funds disbursed for the candida
of Governor Brewer in Alabama in 1970?
" ~.. : .
Hr., :KaL'11bac..'l~'That is correct.
_.,. _,- _,
,,'Mr.'Weitz., NOw, returning to the contacts between
.<..•..
lvlr.-Semer on behalf of the da.iry cooperative in,19'6'9;' did -you
~~.~- -_' .~ ",:: .: -.~
.',-' _', -;": _"; ..'
have'~c~asion~to meet with Mr ..Semer out in
"-. -'.:. ,- :', "-:'"
:'the,delivery of~'the contribution?
• ,.C" . • •
..•...
:;._ ..;'
....-, Mr~ Kalmbach• Yes, and my memoryhas been:refreshed,on
that from notes, 'and I find b"1at I think 'I met him ,.in early·
, -
_July~of 1969 in- Newport Beach, California, and then I rnet; him
on or about August 2, I tih i.nk , of 1969 in Newpoztr Beach.
Hr. Weitz ~',Novl, in the conversations and meetings leadin
up to 'the actual delivery of ~~e contribution, is there
else that you can now recall that took place or' was discussed,
in addition to what you have already mentioned?
.1<1r. Kalmbach. Nell, yes. I t.h i.nk , again from mymemor-y
being refreshed, I find that at so@epoint, and I thiruc more
than once lit Has stated to me by Hr. Se..7t.erthat his client or
clients wer e tiaLki.nq of contributing in the aggregate or as
a goal figure for 1969 $250;000. And he gave me a range, as I
[5905]
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remember, of from $100,000 to $250,000 that they had as their
goal to contribute in 1969, by 12-31-1969.
.Also, my memory is now refreshed, 2.."1d it I S my recollectior
L~at the made it clear to me that he had three Objectives. in
mind. He, as ~'1e atto=ney for these clients; these obj ecti i.ves
were, one, I think 90 percent of parity was.ia goal.· T"w-owas
. - . .
" that th~y ,~.,ould-like to have' the President, addr~~~ .'their con-
-- . . . _',' , ..~.
'_",.. .--.
'.vention,.~I t.hiDk~ the convention that was scheduLad to be held
. - . ~. .:. - -.' - -.. . ' .:.1 . _
, .
Ln. K~sas City the: next year ... And. three, that",they',wanted.to
,.. . ~.~ '_,.-', ":,,- -.'. ;:>;<",;<::~.-.-:".,":<::.~~':<>', '. ,~"'.
.have .s~rn~.identity' '6i an aud.ience or' =:
'-,
',,-.'. ',- ..
',' .
Contact~
;- ...
.could meet him. And, of course, tha~ was .a~so included.," And
..•..
WniteHouse, meaning r·l:LltonSerner and his 'clients making their
.' ....
case •.c," . - ',.
Mr. Heitz. And the range~of.,'$100~000:.:to;$250,OOO.was .':
in no way distinguished from the original discu~sion,' in terms
"
of amount, source, use of L~e money, than the original $100,00
figure mentioned by Hr. Semer?
Hr. KaLmbach. It was not.
"
Hr. Heitz. Do you remember any discussions with Hr. Sel.18
before or at the time of the delivery of the ~ontribution of
.
any alternate method of reporting or receipt of the monies to
committees and so forL~?
[5906]
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Mr. Kalmbach.. Absolutely not. He tr2.l1sferred t..':.e funds
to me on oz about· August 2, and there was no merrc i.on of any
reporting requirements or no request for a receipt for funds a
all L~at 1 can remember.
Mr ..Heitz. Do you recall any discussion as to the source
of the funds? .
...__ '_ ....; .....
•• ,. c.. -· ~
' , . ..#. ".' '.-'" !1X.,_ Kalmbach. -No,I do not •. ... " .
',-...
-:_' . -,; "
--,
-Mr ...:Weitz.J What was your 'understanding of the, source of -
.. ..-.;: ',;..... ';:.-'~""
.,t.'1e money?:"'--:
', .. ,.'_ .
. .:
_-. ~'. --
12 - - '(~f"him 'telling me how these funds were' in fact raised.
',16.
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c. Mr. Weitz. Do you remember any discussion ..as.rt.o the
,,- ...... '-.'
.-
existence of political_ trusts as adjunctis to, thecooperati ves?
Mr'._Kalmbach·~, Yes, 1 do, and r thin.l<;:at. some_point, d~,~~inl",
these-rather ---' and there were numerous conversations that ,1_ .
. . '. - .~.:;.::.:: ',;' " ..,. .~..: ~.- .
"had.wfth Hr. Semer,dating from early April. through"to the ;tim
I
'
that I received the $100,000 in cash -- that at various po~nts
during t."lis time, he gave me background on the Hay"these peopLe ,
these cooperatives, raised political funds. ' j
Hr." Neitz. But at no time did he speci!'y, and partic~lar~y
at the time of the delivery of the Doney, did he specify the
source of the money?
Mr. Kalmbach. No, 1 have no me~orl at all that he told
me of L~e source of it, that it was just my understanding that
[5907]
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-these f und s had come from his clients •
Hr. Weitz. Did you unders t'and whether or not. t..~ere Here
more t.~an whe~~er there were as many as 20 Sources for tbe
money?
'_ .... :.....
No, I did not uride r s t.and that." Again,Hr. Kalrubach. as
'r say, I don't remernber t..'1at he particularized as. to t.~e souz.c ,
-«'. " ,
__ ,
" ,': .,'
and it was just my assu..rnption that he'obtained, th,es~ -funds fro,
...... :;;..- -- .;,~.' ., ~ ",:.:.:: -. ~"': te·. _ '. .
jus, cliEmts"':,"But: I'was noc..awa.re of howI in' fact~.·:·they were
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" r. -. . ~.'-: ..- :~ .
>~~~;ii:1;"!>,u:-;\"Weitz ..+NOW~,y~u •ve mentioned.:'-:- butji~,: t ~';before '.'~
.. _'';' ':.... ~.-
of the money, did. you check ~vith
, ." -_, __ " ,-.:~..;. '. _"
.'or report:.to Nr • Hald,eman withioespect:..to the offer of a con-
..... ~,
. tribution, offered by .Hr. Semer?, ',;.
Nr ...Kalmbach •. Of cour se ; . _' "
- ..-.:. ,-. ~'-. . . ._', ..
,.__ ,Hr:.Heitz. ·Did you explain to him what you've··told U...~,;;:,}, :',
. ': . '..: "
. /'_' .
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Mr. Kalmbach. I did.. I told Hr. Haldeman that r had
been approached by Mr. Semer and. I know, too, ·that I talked to
I confirmed with !V!...r. Hitchell that.Hr. Semer vlas known to him,
and I did talk to Hr. Hi tchell, I think i,t was wi thin a day or
t':vo after I t.aLked to Hr. SeIner, just to make certain that thi
Hr. Haldeman au~'l.orized me to receive any contribution that
nerson 'vas what he said he was. A."1.dit's my clear memory that...
offered by these people.
Hr. ~'leitz. Did you also indicate to itt. Hal~~~an, discus
," .
,.
~.. .. .. ',.
~, ", "
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H. R. Haldeman testimony, SSC
January 31, 1974, 2
Retyped from indistinct original 2
tives of some dairy cooperatives?
STATEMENT OF H. R. HALDEMAN; ACCOMPANIED
BY FRANK H. STRICKLER,COUNSEL
~Mr. Haldeman. I am not able to identify either time or
lindividua1 as to when and how I became aware of the interest
on the part of the dairy industry or intention on the part of
the dairy industry to supply contributions.
I did at some point become aware of that. I don't
believe it was in 1969. I would expect it was probably in '70.
Mr. Weitz. Let me ask you this •.
Are you aware that the hundred thousand dollars in cash
was delivered by a representative of the dairy industry to
Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Haldeman. In 1969?
Mr. Weitz. In 1969.
Mr. Haldeman. I don't recall that. I am not currently
aware of it. That is something I mayor may not have known
at the time, and I have no recollection of knowing it.
Kalmbach reported some things to me, he generally kept me in-
formed on what he was doing --
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall whether in 1969 he asked your
advice or notified you of any contacts he was having in
connectionwith soliciting contributions, contributions for
the trust account, or whether or not they were with regard to
the trust account in general?
Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Weitz.· Are you suggesting that you thought that you
would be asked to retain Mr. Kalmbach, AMPI would be asked to
retain?
Mr. Nelson. That's one of the possibilities that -- yes,
we weren "t sure.
Mr. Weitz. How would he effect your access to the Adminis-
tration?
Then Mr. Kalmbach would act on your behalf as your attor-
ney?
Mr. Nelson. Mr. Kalmbach or someone associated with him.
Mr. Weitz. I see.
Now, could you tell us what transpired in that context?
!How many contacts were there, do you know, between Mr.
Isemer or anyone else on your behalf in 1969 and Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Nelson. Well, no, I don't. I don't know how many con-
tacts. I know that Mr. Semer came back and said that it had
been suggested that he see Mr. Kalmbach. As I recall, at the
time he didn't tell us it was Mr. Kalmbach. He said, see a
California lawyer. He may have said Kalmbach. I don't really
think so at that time. And I don't know whether he told Mr.
Jacobsen or whether he told me. I rather think it was Mr. Jacob-
sen that he told.
And so we said, go ahead and see, which he did. And then,
as I recall, he came back and said, if we want to go forward
with the relationship, that we should deliver $100,000 in cash.
Retyped from indistinct original [5924]
30
Mr. Weitz. This was Mr. Kalmbach's suggestion to Mr.
Semer?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir.
Mr. Weitz. Which Mr. Semer in turn related to you?
Mr. Nelson. Related to me.
Mr. Weitz. Through Mr. Jacobsen?
Mr. Nelson. Either way. He may have related it to me per-
sonally. It was either through Jacobsen or personally. I don't
recall which it.was.
Mr. Weitz. Now, before Mr. Semer made contact with Mr.
Kalmbach, did he tell you what Mr. Mitchell had suggested?
First of all, were there any
Mr. Nelson. Yes, he told us that Mr. Mitchell had -- as I
recall, he said that he went to Mr. Mitchell. I don t t remember
whether at that time he told me that, or whether I found that
out after we got involved in all of this, and I started trying
to recall them talking to them about how it happened. It may
be that I found out that it was actually Mitchell that he talked
to after I first talked to you, or just prior to that sometime.
Anyway, it is my present understanding that he talked to Mitchell,
is who he talked to.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know whether Mr. Mitchell suggested or
discussed anything else with him besides contacting Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Now, you say it was -- the two possibilities, as
Retyped from indistinct original
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2. On August 2, 1969 Semer on behalf of Al1PI delivered $100,000 in
cash to Kalmbach. Kalmbach added the cash to the surplus funds from the
President's 1968 campaign that were in ~~lmbach's custody. Kalmbach
used this fund on behalf of the White House for, among other things,
making payments to Tony Ulasewicz and to the Albert Brewer campaign
against George Wallace.
2.1 Milton Semer statement, sse Executive Session,
February 5, 1974, Semer Exhibit 1.
2.2 Herbert Kalmbach deposition, Nader v , _!3utz,
December 13, 1973, 23.
2.3 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive
Session, Harch 22, 1974, 14, 18, 10.
2.4 John Ehrlichman testimony, sse Executive
Session, February 8, 1974, 14-15.
2.5 H. R. Haldeman unsworn interview, sse Executive
Session, January 31, 1974, 2.
;
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2.1 Milton Semer statement
Semer Exhibit 1
NOTE 2.1
At Milton Semer's Executive Session testimony before
the Senate Select Committee on February 5, 1974 the following
statement provided by Semer was introduced into evidence as
Exhibit 1.
\
L
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Ifr S2SSI02~ 2.1 . .Milton Semer statement
Semer Exhibit 1
TES'.i'I~·~O~jY OF I-lILTO:,j P. SE{'1ER
BEFORS TEi3 SELECT CO~·~ETT2:E on PPESIDENTIAL
CPJ·.[?AIGN ACTIVIT:!:!:.:::; I U. S. S2~ji,\T2
FEBRUA?Y 3, 1974
Hy n arne is Hilton P. Semer i I ern an attorney pr2cticing Lav
&; ~ ;·;cshir~2.'"t:on, D. C. I am app o a r i n-; +o describe I:1.y rela-tionsniD
~ .L
'N'ith a former client: the p.ssociated Hilk produce:::-s, I:;].c. of S2n
An t.on i o I Te:;:as.
From discussions wi t..~ your staff, I understand your interest
in my testi80ny to center on Tepresentation of the client during
1969 and 1970.
Also, in light of your staff's interest, I ahouLd note that in
1958 I was Treasurer for Senator Huski.e I s Vice Presidential cam-
paign, and y,hen Senator Huskie r an for reelection to the Sen2:te in
1970, I was 'l'reasurer of the Huskie Election COilllllittee.
·Attcched to my statement are copies of letters from the client
to L~is Co~mittee's staff setting forill the extent to which the
client has waived the attorney-client privilege in connection with
my testimony.
My relationship with the client commenced on Barch 21., 1969,
when represen.-tati ves cane to see me in ~'lashington. \'le discussed
ho,.; our ~'iaShi~gton firm might assist them, when circu.''TIsta....'1cesre-
quired, in making a persuasive case on the meri·ts to the Federal
GoverlliTient on substantive issues of interest to them, including
price supports and import competition. In part, it appeared that
this Would involve presenting their aTgurr.ents to the I'Ihite House _
"'hich, during the Kennedy and Johnson Administra·tioDs, had acti vely"" .
participated in decisions on such issues I and pzes umabj y \vould
continue to do so.
At t.he same time, it was explained to me that the client 'Has
organizing a political fund, the Trust for Agricultural and POliti-
cal Education, to raise funds from their IDe.IT':.bersfor distribution
to c and Lda tes of both major parties in local r Sta-te 1 Conqz'e ss i.ona j ,
and Presidential carapai.qns , TAPE was described to me as a fund
ITL-:::>deledafter the AFL-CIOIS CC!l11T',ittee for Political Ed12cati_0l1
r
CO?E,
·•.,'hO-~n pu rp os o "'O"lQ' be t.o suo ......or ....arid w i.n --l' 1 0 c" '. 'T ~-'ll-- ;::,c - 1::-" ;::, ~ \I - - - ..J ~;_J t:-' .!.. l.. __ ...!. ,\ _! 1: J... 8 n. (' s n c;.p l t:. O..!...il
D_:ld in the AdfT'..ini_str2.tion and pr orno r e the milk £arr;-~erls position
o~ the issues.
Shortly 2£ter my initial meetinG with the client, I beGan a~
- J _",-,. r:: 1 f- t· . 1 . f", .. .......,::,,_8ces's ....u, e. tor co ne_ p It l~c.. out [\0'.-1' tne \';hite HOUSe T.';as to
0 ......l""""l ......g-..n~ .., a ' i.o· .... .,... t... •
•. J"- c,·.....Z8Cl, net L \'7.-lC''11 1.'C snOll.La ffi2r-:e 1.ts case_
j'jc i II ~/-·/I-.J
!]'- I'. ! .~. ..""
I (f -- .
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I have related the det~ils of these efforts to your st2f~,
2.I1Cl statercnt is to hiShlight
in the chr:onology.
On October 25, 1968, just before the Presidential election, I
called Nr. John Hi tchell who had served on an advisory cO~'nittee
when I was General Counsel of the housing depart~2nt in the early
1960 IS. I phoned him at -the behest of a client w.i.sh i.n-j t.o contrib-
ute to -the Nixon campaign. Hr. Hi t.ch eLl, had put me in toueh w i,t.n
Hr. Maurice Stans, who in turn referred me to Hr. Jack Gleason .
. On Harch 25, 1969, follo;·Jing 1!tyinitial meeting Hi th the client,
I called Jack Gleason at the ·I'lh.ite House to describe my firm's new
client and its interest in finding out to whom a t; the Ivhi-te- House
it should direct its case. Mr. Gleason in turn suggested I deal
,\'li th Hr. Herbert KaL-r.bach1 and it shortly was arranged for me to
mee-t Nr. Kalmbach in l'lashington.
On April 3, 1969, I explained to Hr. Ka Lmbach t.h e in-terests of
my client. Hr. Kalmbach did not ask for a political contribu-tion,
but did inquire about the contribution potential of the client's
political trust fund, TAPE.
On July 10, 1969, I visited w.i t.h Hr. Kalmbach at his office in
Newport Beach, California. On this occasion t·1r. Ka Lmbach inquired
. ho;·J TAPE's fund-raising was progressing. ~·;rhenI explained -that
-~my client hoped its trust fund wou Ld collect sufficient funds to
make contributions to a large number of candidates of both parties
at all levels of government, Nr. Kalmbach told me tha-t oon trr i.bu+Lons
would be appreciated by the Adminis-cration.
At this time it wa s my-'unc1~r5tanc1ing I and I thought it vras Br.
Kalmbach's, that the clien-t wou l d be making, through its trust fund,
a series of political contributions to committees for 1970 Congres--
sional candidates, to be reported by TAPE and by the recipient
comrn i.ttees. ,It had been a common practice for past AdiTlinist:!:"ations
to IIpiggy-back" such contribution.s ~ that is, to transmit the!::l
through the inc umb e:1t Adrrd.n i s t r at i on , a LLow.i nq it +o share credit
for the contributions with the donor -- and I had discussed this
poli tical t.e chn i.que both Hi th the client arid "vith Hr. Kal.mbach.
~ Thus it was that on August I, 1969 I I f Lew to Dallas, Texas, toI recoiv2 frorn the client for delivery to ~·!r. KaLrnbach the next clay a
c021tribution of one hundred thous2nd dollars in cash. Although rl'.ore
t.h an a little surprised at the arnoun t; , wh i.ch wa s much larger than I
had 3uppos~d it wou Ld be 1 I delivered the funds to Nr. Ka Lrub aoh as
I had agreed to do. Neither then nor later did he tell me anyt~ing
inco:lsisb~rlt w i.t.h my undc r st and i nq of the nature of thi3transaction,
a s :sur;->..:.--:::.::.ri~e.:labovo ,
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1 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
_ 2.2 Herbert Kalmbach deposition
2 FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
-4
5 R~LPH NADER, et al.,
I6
)
)
Plaintiffs, )
)
, )
)
)
)
)
)
-----------------------------)
7
Defendants,
vs.
8 EARL H. B,UTZ, et al.,
9
10
11
12
13
14
~"?
" ,
of ,'.,.'
;,. "f
, 'f:,
, .
,"
•.~l
,"
Civil Action No. 148-72
'"
DEPOSITION OF HERBER'l'~..;rARRENKALHBACH I taken on
15
"_,,,
behalf of plaintiffs at 550 Newport Center Drive, Newport Beach,
17
California, conunencing at 11: 45 A.j'·L on Thursday I December 13,
1973, before VICKIE Cru~WFORD, C.S.R., a Notary Public in and
18
"
for the State of California, pursuant to Stipulation.
19
20
21
22
23
PE?ORTED BY:
25
26
,.
....
VICKIE CRAI·)FORD, C. S •R • I
CRA~'7FORDDEPOSITIO?:1 SERVICE ,','
5440 Pomona Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90022 I
, .
_.f.
~
'.'
i .:
I
'f
'"
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" .
CRAWFORD DEPOSITION SEHVICS, Tel n'HmlE 6~S-6270
23
Q A little valise .. And did you count: the money'?
1 iaries, and a purpose.
2 Now, I guess Hr. Stan::;, in the position of T..he
3 settlor, and you ~.ver e certainly the trustee, but who was -the
4 beneficiary t or what; wa s the purpose for wh i ch the trus-t was
5 established?
6 A I sLmpLy understood that these funds were to be
7 .expend ed for political purposes at the direction of Mr. HaLdemari
8 Q So if they were expended for anything, other than
9 poli tical purposes, that would not have been w i,thin the terms
-ill of your trust?
11 A No. I think I've stated, Mr. Dobrovir, that the
12 purposes of the trust Here never stated. I'm simply
just simply stated to you an as sumpt.Lon,
live
13
14 Q I seeo
15 But as far as you were concerned, whaceve.r Nr.'
16 Haldeman said to do with the money, you wou Ld do with it?
17 A Absolutely.
18 Q Well, so, any,yay, you received the hundred ~1ousand
19 dollars, and it was in cash?
20 A Yes.
21 Q Were the bills new?
22 A I don t t recall that they \Vere.,
23 Q ~'Jhat denominations vtexe they in?
24 A Mymemory is that they wer e in hundred dollar
~ denominations.
26 Q Did he bring them in a brief case or a sui tc.3.Be?
27 A Juzt a little vali3e.
!, )
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or inter2sts were made known to ~e_
inasQuc:tHaldeman, 1::.e.was 'theas or!e
6 I was reporting as trustee.
7
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12
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.~-rnenyou said 1I1ater,I>Hr.
in your . '.~:-"". . <. '.';- ~,:.,series-of meetings but before or. contenporane~us
": ' ...::." :~... -
.x~;~:_~': .
later
~...r...""Kalmbach .. Yes.
. '-~:":-:-' ' :
..:":<X·~·::~t~f:~·.:~';··'~, ' ,;',,::~:~~;,~--~~
...... -.. . - ',:,-~:'..z:
report'_-to· Hr.. Ha~de..~.an' upon ·i'i:.:>~
_... !_':;: • ~' •. ',-:..:.. ,._ ." .. '-." .. ---:-- ...._.--~, ......
._. -~:.:: .- ;',:-~:.:,:'~-'. -
- - -._..
- - - .:-. - '_'" ~. ,-' ' :_ ...... -
-"":_- .:~_-:....~:~'_', .
Yes, I did, and'Ilm certain·tn.at"I,t~;~:"_J>
Mr.. Haldeman Lmmed.iatieLy or wi thin a, week, or so' aft~r .I. r~~ei-i]~
the $100,000 that I had, in fact, rec~i~ed that: m~:mey, arld "a~a:
stated'to him the objectives t.hat; Hr .. Sener had, giVen to
.Hr.Weitz. What did you do '\-lith t.~e raoriey> ' .
- -'" "".---:~~. -'-.' -":---:-._-..:.___
Nr. KaluDach.
.-.
I put it.in a safe deposit box in the
Securi ty Pacific National Ban.:!"'CI CentF'r br:o.ncn-- ............. p
Beach, California.
...... AdJ.' t was out; of' "'-:"'ose·.c -'l -.M..r. Hel.l..z. n >Y - w,,, J..ll..'1L,;,S,. co~-:ung12d \vitl
others, th2.~ ",as applied to the variol:s purposes, SOE:2 of th~
,- ----. t,' t, v u re c:=>-r-::.,;:! 0 tcd- ?
~es to ~';....l C: .... 0 .!._.:... ~'-" .:.y.
Hr. KalDbach. T~at i~ correct.
Hx. ~-12itz. [5939]
Herbert Kalmbach test Lmony,
sse Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 18
Retyped from indistinct original 18
parity?
r-Hr. Kalmbach. I don't knov if this is responsive to your
'question, but it was clear in my own mind that as a result of
this contribution and contributions by, or further contribution
bv Nr. Semer and his clients~ that meetings would be arrangedJ ,
for Nr. Semer and his clients to meet with certain people withi [sic]
the I'ThiteHouse to put forth his case on behalf of his clients.
.Now, I don't recall that I had any understanding beyond
that as to any substantive results that would be forthcoming.
I simply stated to one .or more of these people in the \Vhite
IHouse or
~ade
in the Administration the objectives that Mr. Semer
known to me.
(Discussion off the record.)
Retyped fron indistinct original
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IMr. \'Teitz.
I area. F'z'om t.he
Just one rnor~ question before we leave this
cash in these various safe deposit boxes
the period from 1969 to 1972, I t.ake it t:'1at it was t.."1osefund
that were used for purposes such as disbursements to Anthony
'~ .
6 Ulasewicz and also part of the funds disbursed for the
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• j'r.Gove~nor Brel<e~.in Alab=a in 1970?
. Hr•.Kalmbac'l... ' That is correct.
" I ~._
• • "0. ~. ,-' ,- =: . ..• . ..0- •••••• : -',- -.'
'.'::':-;:.~::{':'-:-:1':~" . ,- -: ',. " "
Mr"':"Weit'~~:.;;':'NOW,'returning to the contacts between'
Hr:"semer:o~',:"b;:~:i'f":Ofthe d~~ cooP~;~tl.ve in :'i:ti~';:·did~'yOU'
h~~~::':~~~~~;il~d't~'~:t;~:'::t·wi' h" Mr.;;s~:~r"';~t':i~"ca{i~~~~~l~:';bef;;:~:'~": '_'
<,;~;,.:.f>~,~~{t::,: ;:;:. :.~-:~'.~:)~~~~~. " . '. ~:. r , ': •• ~. :.:,,~ •• :~~~:·,:;::i·~'<' .",
/:th~_deli,very.bf':'the,corl'tribution?, " """~<;if;~(~)/!,:
. . - .' . ,.-~~'-.- '.• ,.,'.. - .'. r·...''\ .• ' :...._:.,' .' ,~
;·;·:~,:?;:~~tQ{'·~:i~:~~~~'r"cYes"and. my memoryhas be~~::~~'~;i~:s~ed.,~'~":
·:that:~f:~~ notes>c'~d':I':~find that I' think ~Imet "~{~:~I~':~arlY~
',-' ,','''' '. . ' ..~ '". ,-':, -':' ' '" .. , " . .' . ..... . '.
:July.~of ,1969, ih.Ne\vport Beach,' California, and' then ..I met him,
," ~ , .
, ~,...'
. 'on or :about 'August 2,. I ,think, of 1969 .Ln Newp oztr Beach.
Ur .. weitz .,'.Novl/ in the conversatiOns and meetings Le adi.nd
" :
up to·the actual'deli very of t.~e contribution, is 'there' any eh i.i g
..: ", ,""~,:..~.- .- .~ ..
else that you can now recall that, took pLace or' \.tasdiscussed I
in addition to Hhat you have already mentioned?
~~. Kalrnbach.Well, yes. I think, again from mymemory
being refreshed,' I find that at some point, and I think more
than once, it \-las stated to me by Hr. Ser.ter that his client or
clients \Vera taL"1(ingof contributing in t..~e aggregate or as
25 .. a goal figure for 1969 $250,000. And he gave me a range, as I[5942]
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H. R. Haldeman interview, sse
January 31, 1974, 2
Retyped from indistinct original 2
tives of some dairy cooperatives?
STATEMENT OF H. R. HALDEM,-\N; AeCOHPh'HED
BY FRANK H. STRICKLEH,COUNSEL
J;,rr. Haldeman. I am not able to identify either time or
'individual as to when and how I became aware of the interest
on the part of the dairy industry or intention on the part of
the dairy industry to supply contributions.
I did at some point become aware of that. I don I t
believe it vas in 1969. I wou.ld expect it was probably in '70.
Mr. Weitz. Let me ask you this.
Are you aware that the hundred thousand dollars in cash
was delivered by a representative of the dairy industry to
Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Haldeman. In 1969?
Mr. Weitz. In 1969.
Mr. Haldeman. I don't recall that. I am not currently
aware of it. That is something I mayor may not have known
at the time, and I have no recollection of knowing it.
Kalmbach reported some things to me, he generally kept me in-
formed on what he was doing --
Mr. t.Jeitz.Do you recall whether in 1969 he asked your
advice or notified you of any contacts he was haVing in
connectionwith soliciting contributions, contributions for
the trust account, or whe ther or not they we re with regard to
the trust account in general?
Retyped from indistinct original
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3. Kalmbach has testified that be tween August 2, 1969 and August 9,
1969 he reported to Haldeman that he had received the $100,000 and again
stated to Haldeman the objecti.ves Semer had given. Kalmbach also informed
John Ehrlichman, Maurice Stans, Jack Gleason (then an aide to Maurice
Stans and later a White House aide), and Assistants to the President
.Pebe'r Flani.ganand Harry Dent of the contribution, and he telephoned one
or more of them to arrange for meetings between A}WI representatives and
White House aides. On August 19, 1969 Serner , A..'1PIGeneral Manager
Harold Nelson and ANPI special counsel David Parr met with Dent at the
l-lhiteHouse to discuss dairy industry problems and to invite the Presi-
dent to address an AMP! annual meeting.
3.1 Herbert Kalmbach testimony, sse Executive Session,
Harch 22, 1974, 13-18.
3.2 John Ehrlichman testimony, sse Executive Session,
February 8, 1974, 1-5.
3.3 Hilton Semer testimony, sse Executive Session,February 5, 1974, 48-52.
3.4 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 43-45.
3.5 Memorandum from Harold Nelson to Harry S. Dent,August 19, 1969 (received from SSe).
3.6 Letter from Jack Gleason to Hilton Semer, September 16,1969 (received from SSe).
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'I say, I don't remember that he 'particularized as.t.othe sour ce ,
:~_"":"I:'''_::' f
.,; , " '; .. '~ '-::.'-: ~ ..: "",' :~ .-~: ; ~•.j. .. • ., .•
,'and it 'was just,my, as sumptri, on that he obtained these funds. fro
,';. . :c.'· <:',i", not"aware of ~·~~,::'-:~n·::'f'~~';;~:'~'~e;w~'~~:'
-.~'~-?J',...~~~ ; '" ' .. ,.-, :.~: ," .: .~,.-.;<.::".:;':.. ' -.". <,' • .': ~'!.:., ;~:->~.":
... _~, ...._;..:-""'.:,-:".,}<,i,,;ic;, ., ,",;;;,' . .'.5:~)!;";",\,' .....{:},C~~1,.......:~:,:.
::;~'~i:!:':.·:~'r.H..r ;:~Wei.tz~·J:'NOW,:,youI ve..mentioned,--.:' but -first" before we
::]'j;E_;'~:'~;'·,-:;;.::.;>:;{t/,}?<,.~:. .: ';:" ' -.:' '.-., .. -.·.·.i'\{i<~-"tr'::f/·...'
. __ "b~-f~r~:receipt of the money, did you" check \vi th
o
o
o
\.)
.t..,
10
,.. -.:'.-
13
1 these funds had come from his clients.
N
o
N
'".. 2 Hr. weitz. Did you unders t'and whet.he r or not tiher e vre x e
more than whet.~er there were as many as 20 sources for t.~e
4 money?
5 101r. KaLmbach. No, I did not understand that.··· 'Again, as
6
;". ,<:- "; ." :-,.
.. F': ~'..:\.~''''::~':_::;~/ :,. '.~-;'- :,... ',.: .".
',::or report~to~r/ ..Hald.eroan,wi,th.respe<?tto the offer. of a con-'',:,;~'i~~~~':~~:~~~~~~~~~;~~;~}~..'.seme'r'?;-- . . ..:~"':~, ~ ;{:;,~,~.:g;<.';~.
....
. -.~.,- ..
. . .. ' _-
.~.Mr·~~:..:'Ka1mbach~. (.,'Of. course;. ~ . - . ... '.'
:"~' .. ~~'. -:-.....
. '"
~.. - ...,.::' . ,
.~'. ':~ . "
Mi: We~tz.Did you explain to him what you"ve>told us'-'
,', ,'.-':
.... '" 15
-', , .. ' ........ ,
....
:' .. '.'- .. :.... :.- ! ..: .•
.. -,,-. , .
..~':;..~..~.. .'-
I told Hr.' Haldeman tha.t I had,
.• <
Mr •....Kalmbach. I did.
18 been approached by Mr. Semer and I know, too, that I talked to
'"oo
o
N
U
ci
c
oc..:
~..
3
:i) ~
19 I confirmed with Mr. Hitchell that Hr. Semer was known to him,
20 and I did talk to ~rr.Mitchell, ~ think it was within a day or
21 two after I talked to Mr. Semer, just to make certain that thi
22 person \Vaswhat he said he was. And it' s my clear memory that
23 Hr. Haldeman authorized me to receive any contribution that wa
24 offered by these people.
25 Hr. \veitz. Did you also indicate to Hr. Haldeman, disCt:.s
. ,':.' " :,_ " ...~'" .'
..; '.
....
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I donJ-= ~hink at. outset these goalsIvl=.. -,. " ...!\.a .....:cl.D 2. C n •
Or _;nf-,<:>r?s-1""<:: T•••'=r·.., made knoT,.,·_n_-1""0 :me. But wricn -I-ney w-re ~ ._ ~ __ ~~ C_Co ....... _ - Y".L - ~.' c Ti12.Oe.
known to me 1a'c2r in our con'l8rs2.-;'ion, I'm certain D_"-lat I milQc
·those known to Hr. Halc.eman, inasmuch as he: was the. one to when
I was reporting as trustee.
- .
Mr. Heitz. \'fnen you said. IILat.e.r , It wou Ld thi's have been ..'
" '.'~ 1•• 7 ~ .... : :.'
later in your series· of meeti~gs but before or: contenpOrabl~~us
. '. i" . ';. .,::.",:~...... = :.'~ "
. .: ,.t·:"':, ... '.'.:..~~.-;.-.:
\vit..'-l the delivery of the first contribution?· ... ~,.,:-.;.:., ..~-;,,:.
..........
Mr. "Kalmbach .. Yes.
. ',_,":-:'
',' '::.> :~.:'::'~.i...~:~i·.~~·':'..... . I .~-
, _.< ~'<:..~:<_,' ..:\.:'~':;~;j?:
"" -. .•.. -. ,.--.;.~_~ ':":":7
Ha~d~rnan '.upon }~~{Sf':
:'. -._-. ,.'
l1r .. l'lei tz-: ' Did you also report.:to Hr •
;. - ........
receipt of the' contribution?
Hr. KaJP..bach.
." .. <~~-~'~~~:~:-:.~:'
Yes, I did, and' I'm certaln:'tnat'I told::"::
Mr. Haldeman irnrr,edi ate ly or within
a week or so after·I receivLd.
the $100,000 that I had, in fact, received t.l-}at money, al"'!d
agaIn
stated' to him the. objectives that Hr. Se~er had. given to me...,.....
'. - -_" ... -, -,'
Nr. weitz. What did you do \,;i t."r). the r.1oney? '. .- . "- - _-, . -:.~:-, ~-.,_' .
"
Hr.. KaL.-iliach . I put it in a safe deposit box in the
Securi ty Pacific National Ba.n2<., Newport Center branch, NeHp~r'!::
Beach, California.
Mr. Heitz. And it W2.S out of those fu."1.c.s,. cO::'..l.ungled Hit.c"'L
others, that Has applied to
. ,
L:..Cl e variccs pu=poses, sOIr:e o.p: the
pu~oses to Hhic.'l you re£e~=ec: to ted.::.y?
Hr. Kalmbach. T!12.t':'3 correct.
those ~on~es was
/1",! J------_ ___;__:_....:_.:.__...:_;: ..... - .. , ,
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Is that correct?
~tr. Kalr.~acn. That lS correct.
Mr. Weit~. Did you report or discuss your ccn~acts with
'Hr .. Semer Hi t.:."-l anyone else t.a at; you can recall in '1969 in the
. ' .. ~- . ", ~-'':". "
~iliite House.1.0LfJ.er t.'1aIl Hr. ~1itchel1, ylho,,',of course, waS-:·t.'Se
=>: ... '-....
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Haldeman'?,Attorney General, and ~tr. :'. -.:",,-, " ...-: ...... " . -; ...•..
,; .. .'Hr. Kalmbach. Yes.
:. ,0'
I think I advised Hr~.~Fla:liganrHr.,
:. '0', ..
-:
':. '. ';~-"
~-rnite.·House ·as such, but he ',.;as in the l-.d.-ninistration.., .." .,'...... ":'-.</"~'-'.:'
;i,~." ~"·eit~_ .. I should enlarge th"a't ·~i;.estion:to·i~~lud~-·: ~:.
...- ... _-
.•.. ',:"' ,
anyone in the Adrr~nistration~ . . . ~.• ' _' - ~.. ..... ~.
."
.>',. Mr ;: Weitz. .Were there a_r),y reactions or comments or mes+
sages L~at you recall fro~ t~ose gentlemen?
Nr .. Kalr.1bach. No, the:::-e were no particular' reactions T
other than oh, Hr .. Dent would. be a..'"1otnernan t.hat; I ~'lould
haVe advised of t.~is. fu"1d ,think the reactions ivere sin?ly
-told of r·lr.or 2.11 of them,either o:'.e
I ,_ • .L. • .Semer s o~Jec~1ves, certainly, 2.5 .. to t.."le cbj ecti vas 'b.1.at he
r•.;i th.inhe \"antec.
...
-,1" 1 ..,...""",'-~ .... Certain oftohad 1 th:=.t
And Hr. Gleason, ~../ould be
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And it was made clear to me by one or more of tllese 1peop e
~-:-'at meetings ",vould and could be arranged be eween Mr. S,_u emer
and one or more paop Le Hi thin the \fuiy House.
Hr. i'lei t.z ; Not the President, yet, but at least s orae
!~.,..
I .;
Mr.'. Kalmbach., Yes ... ~.nd I don't recall that'-,tne
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Mr.\'7eitz. "And the setting of parity at 90 'percent?
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Do.you remem'oer 'taking any steps wi thin the",Hr. Heitz.
17 next several weeks after ,the receipt of the'contribution to,
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Mr ..Kalmbach. Yes, I do.
Hr. ~·leitz. Howdid you go about' that?
Hr. Heitz. I thin]<. I called Hr. Dent., It was subsequent
to the' tL-rne that l-'lr. Semer gave me the $100,000;' on or about
August 2, 1969, and 'I think I called Hr .. Dent, and .Hr. Dent
25 agreed to ~ee Hr. Semer. And I thir..k I also taL'I('ed to one or
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more of the others in the l;-Jhi te House to set up other appoLnc+
ments for Mr. Semer.
as to what peopleNowT I' m not _-- ny rneraory lS not,
he met in L~e Administration.
Mr .. \'leitz •. YOU,\'lerenot present?
l..Ir K tmbach But I Has never .pr eseric at anyio f, 4- .......ose ......
J.' • a.u.u.J • ~. , , ,
certain' that the":;';~~ If.
. . : ..... ", -" -
. -_' '.~ . - .. :,',~.:'.'
that he did meet in' the Administration were -- 'it·was p.robabLy
'"._. . .~.',~.~~~>:.'''::;'. '.~',. . . '., . _;::.'_
.. -.. ' .. _.. r. "~-:-, .~f:._:.l.~~::._.:. : .'"';......:._
'the result of calls that I made to either .Bob Haldenian or',John
:~":::::2;';:::;:·~~~~:·.-~
"Erlichman or Barry Dent or some of the others
meetings that I rer:1emberat all. But I'm
...........
, -,'
,., ·':~'Mr.:··W~itz.'Did either you" in your conversations \'lith., ,
" ;' ..;
people ,in the Administration in' connection '<;Viththis contribu-
tion' and the contract \Vith ,the dairy people, or' :d'{~':.·any of ",::,~.
1,4 those individuals ,vith whomyou talked express any concern .abo t
.: t- ~.' • '.' •
..15 ;the discussion, both contribution or contributions ,.' substantia.
16 contributions, and certain air.1Sor interests that, they had in
17 substantive policies and in contacts w i,th the Ad.rninistration?'
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ltr. Kalmbach. Excuse me. 11mnot certain as to your
question.
M.r. weitz. Essentially I to boil it dovm , did either you
about; -- 'dell, let me start- Lt; +-n'Ls "yay.express concern c;:...LJ - -'- _..... w
Did you perceive the dairy people as hoping that their
contribution "lOuld assist them in gaining, number one, access
to the Hhite House, meetings with the President, and SOf.l2 sub-
stantive policy decision Hith regard to parity, the sett":'ng of[5959]
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parity?
Mr. Kalmbach. I don't know if this is responsive to your
question, but it was clear in my own mind that as a result of
this contribution and contributions by, or further contribution ,_..
by, Mr. Semer and his clients, that meetings would be arranged
for Mr. Semer and his clients to meet with certain people withi [sic]
the Hhite House to put forth his case on behalf of his clients.
Now, I don't recall that I had'any understanding beyond
that as to any substantive results that would be forthcoming.
I simply stated to one or more of these people in the WhiteI House or in the Administration the objectives that Mr. Semer
~made known to me.
(Discussion off the record.)
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.Hr. Kalmbach. I c'-~"':""_ ~ow if this is responsive bo your
question, but it was c- =-:==.= ~ -, my own rni nd that as a result of
this contribution and C::--.:::-:=:::::':::::-:ltionsby, or further contributic
by, lJ....r..; Semer and his c-;~ =.~, that meetings would bearrange(~
for HI. Semer and his c'":l~=''_'';''''sto meet vli th certain people with
t..'le Ylhite House-to put :::0 :.:...:..:,=Us case on behal£, of his clients
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~ Mr. Weitz. Mr. Ehrlichman, let me direct your attention
to 1969. Did you become aware at anytime during 1969 of any
2
contacts between either White House people or Republican
fundraisers with the dairy cooperatives? Particularly Associated
Milk Producers?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Can you tell us how you came to that knowledge?
Mr. Ehrlichman. I am not sure what my first knowledge was
but I became aware of the fact that Herb Kalmbach was in touch
with an attorney here in Washington who represented or at least
I was told he represented the Milk Producers or some part of
the Milk Producers. And from time to time in that -- I think
it was 1969, Kalmbach mentioned that he was getting campaign
contributions from that attorney in behalf of the Milk Producers.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall the name of the attorney?
Mr. Ehrlichman. I can't remember the name It starts with
a'S' as I recall.
Mr. Weitz. Does Semer ring a bell?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Had you heard of or seen Milton Semer before that
time?
Mr. Ehrlichman. No.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Kalmbach specific or any more specific
than you mentioned with what the dairy group was that was making
the contributions?
Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Ehrlichman. I was never very clear about what specific
unit or branch or interest it was.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate whether they had -- earlier
had been supporters, for instance, in the previous election
of the President or whether this was a new group or new contri-
bution of some sort?
Mr. Ehrlichman. I don't recall that.
My impression was that this was a new contact for Kalmbach.
That he had had no previous experience with this man.
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate how the dairy people or at least
Mr. Semer came to contact Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Through an intermediary and I can't recall
who it was. I recall Kalmbach telling me about another attorney
named Morgan and whether Morgan was the intermediary or whether
Morgan was in relation to some other transaction, I can't remem-
ber, but it may have been Morgan.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know which attorney Morgan he was
talking about?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Edward Morgan who apparently is a long
time lawyer, not the Assistant Treasurer of Treasury, another
one.
Mr. Wilson. Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
Mr. Weitz. Back on the record.
Was Mr. Kalmbach reporting to you with respect to any other
Retyped from indistinct original
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5
contributions he received in 1969?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Well, he wasn't really reporting to me on
this. I mean, this was a matter of '~assing conversation rather
than a report as such.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know who he was ,reporting to?
Mr. Ehrlichman. No, I don't. The reason that I recall
this specifically is because of a set of circumstances where
he broke off this contact and there he did report to me in
a sense. He came to me with a concern that he had about it
and we discussed it.
Mr. Weitz. That was much later?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Well, no, not much. It would have been
within the year I would think.
Mr. Weitz. 1969 or 1970?
Mr. Ehrlichman. Let me -- see, I can't fix it as to date
t_____:::e:::i~::::~iO:e~:r~h~~e::~e~:~tact
Mr. Ehrlichman. Didn't go on for more than about a year
with -- Semer is it?
and on one occasion he came and said, "I have real concerns about
this fellow. He is beginning to suggest that there ought to be
quid pro quo." And he said, "I just don't like the feel of it."
And I said, "Well, Herb, that sounds to me like something that
you ought to discontinue."
And he -- my understanding is that he did discontinue any
Retyped from indistinct original [5966]
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Mr. Weitz. Is that consistent with what he told you in
1973?
Mr. Semer. Well, if he took money out of that fungible
source, it raises a tracing problem that is beyond ~y talents
to figure out without any more information than what you've
read.
Mr. Weitz. And if, in another deposition, Mr. Kalmbach
has testified that he used the moneys in that box in Ca1ifor-
nia to finance the activities of Anthony U1asewicz and also
to finance the candidacy of Mr. Brewer in Alabama against
Governor Wallace in 1970, Ls that consLsten t with what he told
you in 1969 or 1973?
Mr. Semer. No, it is not. As a matter of fact, I just
learned for the first time on the radio this morning, as to
the possible use of that fund, and this is almost beyond belief.
Mr. Weitz. Now I just have several more questions in
connection with the aftermath of the contribution, and then
we can take a recess.
~ Shortly after the delivery of the money to Mr. Kalm-
I bach, did you again speak with him with respect to making con-
tact with a particular individual or other individuals in the
White House?
Mr. Semer. I received over the telephone a message,
possibly from Kalmbach, more likely from Gleason, to call Harry
Dent of the \.Jhite House staff to make an appointment for the
Retyped from indistinct original
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client to see Dent, and that appointment was made for August 15th
when Mr. Nelson and Mr. Parr and I went to the White House and
saw Mr. Dent, and possibly Gleason, who was then working for Mr. Parr.
Mr. Weitz. Did Mr. Kalmbach tell you that he had been
in contact with anyone in the White House to inform them
of your interest to meet with someone there?
Mr. Semer • He never mentioned anyone specifically that
.he would be in touch with, but increasingly he gave me the
impression that he was not only acquainted but influential with
the White House people.
Mr. Weitz. Did he tell you that he called Harry Dent, or
was going to call Harry Dent?
Mr. Semer. He did not say that, ,as1 recall.
Mr. Weitz. But if he has testified that he, in fact,
did, that would not be inconsistent with the circumstances?
Mr. Semer.
Mr. Weitz.
No.
Did he indicate that he had talked to anybody
else in the White House about your client and their interest
with meeting with people in the White House?
Mr. Semer. Not that I recall.
Mr. Weitz. Did he ever tell you that he talked to Mr.
Ehrlichman about this?
Mr. Semer, No, he did not mention Mr. Ehrlichman's name,
although on one occasion, I think the first occasion, in his
office, it was a White House call -- I don't know whether it
Retyped from indistinct original
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was from the White House or whether it was one that was put
in by Mr. Kalmbach -- that I believe might have been Mr. Ehrl-
ichman.
Mr. Weitz. Did he tell you that he reported the fact of
the contribution to Mr. Haldeman?
Mr. Semer. No, he did not, that I ,recall.
Mr. Weitz. What was the purpose of the meeting with Mr.
Dent?
Mr. Semer. The purpose of the meeting with Mr. Dent was
twofold: one, to get the client acquainted with a White House
staffer; and secondly, as indicated in the memorandum, a copy
of which I have given the Committee, to invite the President
to attend the annual convention of the client group.
Mr. Weitz. Now I would like to mark as Exhibit 2 to your
executive session, which is also Exhibit 2 to Mr. Parr's exec-
utive session, a copy of a memorandum to Mr. Dent, dated
August 19, 1969. Is this a copy of the memorandum that you
prepared and was submitted to Mr. Dent?
(Whereupon, the document referred to was marked Semer's
Exhibit 2 for identification)
Mr. Semer. Yes, that's a copy of a memorandum from
Harold Nelson, then the general manager of the client group,
and this is a memorandum that was prepared in my office in
Washington in consultation with the client.
Mr. Weitz. Do you connect the meeting with Mr. Dent and
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the subsequent contacts between the dairy people and the White
House people to the contribution in August of 1969?
Mr. Semer. No, I don't, Mr. Weitz.
Mr. Weitz. Now Mr. Kalmbach in his deposition on page 13
has stated, III think that in my conversations with him,lI mean-
ing you, Mr. Semer, lIitbecame my belief that at some point
after he had made a contribution, that Mr. Semer would come
to see me and ask me to introduce him to people in the White
House, or in the Government, simply.so that as an attorney for
this particular client, he could make a case for whatever
matter he wished to discuss with these people.1I
Now do you remember either giving that impression to
Mr. Kalmbach, or is it your understanding that he could have
drawn that conclusion from the contacts that had been made
throughout 1969?
Mr. Semer. I would be very much surprised, Mr. Weitz,
that Mr. Kalmbach, a very sophisticated attorney, would draw a
conclusion that the contribution of the money would tie in with
the meeting with a person, such as Harry Dent, in the White
House.
Mr. Weitz. Well, on page 14, in recounting what he told
Mr. Dent when he called him in connection with the milk pro-
ducers, he said he was asked what did you say to Mr. Dent, and
his response is, "I said that this is an attorney whose clients
are supportive of the President," and indicated to him that I
Retyped from indistinct original
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would appreciate it if he would meet with him."
Now, would not the fact that the contribution make
the people, in fact, supporters of the President, whereas in
fact, the previous year they had not been supporters of the
President?
Mr. Semer. Well, I don't know the context with which Mr.
,Kalmbach says that. On the face of it, if that's what he says,
then those are the standards by which he makes judgments in
politics. I can't disagree with his point of view. I can't
challenge that, if that's his point of view.
Mr. Weitz. Now I have here, I believe subsequent to your
meeting on the 19th with Mr. Dent, was there a subsequent con-
tact that you had in 1969 with either Mr. Dent or Mr. Gleason
in connection with your dairy client?
Let me specifically actually direct your attention
to September 16, 1969, both to a letter of that date, and also
to some type of a contact or perhaps telephone call. Does
your log indicate that there was, in fact, a contact with
Mr. Gleason or a message from him that day?
Mr. Semer. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. And what was that message or contact?
Mr. Semer. In the message says exactly quoted from theI log, 'Gleason, no M.P •1. this mon th. What else does M.P •1.
L:::'Mr. Weitz. What does that mean to you?
. Retyped from indistinct original
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CONFIDENTIAL.
SENATE RESOLUTION 60 -- GENERAL INVESTIGATION
Tuesday, December 18, 1973
United States Senate,
. Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Activities,
Washington, D. C.
The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:25
o'clock a.m., in Room 343, Russell Senate Office Building.
Present: Senator Weicker.
Also present: Alan Weitz, Assistant Chief Counsel;
Donald Sanders, Assistant Minority Counsel; James Hamilton,
Assistant Chief Counsel; and David Dorsen, Assistant Chief
Counsel.
Senator Weicker. Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Nelson. I do.
(Whereupon, at 10:25 o'clock a.m., the hearing in the
above-entitled matter recessed to reconvene at 10:40 o'clock
a.m., at 129 C Street, N. E., the same day.)
Retyped from indistinct original [5985]
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at the time they told me his name. They may have. But anyway,
I understood that it had been delivered.
~ Mr. Weitz.
I .become aware of
Now, following delivery of that money did you
any contacts or any greater access to anyone in
the Administration?
Mr. Nelson. That's what I started to say earlier when I
misunderstood your question.
It seemed to us then that nothing was happening as a re-
suIt of that. But since then, just by reading published
why, in retrospect I would tie the fact that we did see Mr. Dent.
Mr. Weitz. That was sometime shortly after the delivery
of the money?
Mr. Nelson. I can't tell you just how -- not a whole lot
of time elapsed •.
Mr. Weitz. Did you see him with Mr. Semer?
Mr. Nelson. I believe Mr. Semer and Mr. Parr.
Mr. Weitz. And yourself met Harry Dent in the mlite House
in his White House office.
Mr. Nelson. Yes, in his office.
Mr. Weitz. The Executive Office Building?
Mr. Nelson. No, as I recall his office -- I may be wrong
about this -- but as I recall, his office was in the East Wing
of the White House when we saw him. It wasn't in the Executive
Office Buildings.
Mr. Weitz. Now, if Mr. Semer's records indicate that he
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met with Mr. Dent on August 19th, 1969, which would have been
approximately two and a half weeks after the delivery of the
money to Mr. Kalmbach, does that refresh your recollection as
to the time you met with Mr. Dent and Mr. Parr?
Mr. Nelson. I'm sure that's when I was there.
Mr. Weitz. What was discussed at the meeting with Mr.
Dent?
Mr. Nelson. I believe that we discussed some problems that
we had. I can't recall what specific problem we were talking
about then. It probably had to do with import regulations or
tariffs, or something like that.
Mr. Weitz. Did anyone at that meeting --
Mr. Nelson. It would have been on dairy problems.
Mr. Weitz. Was it your understanding, then, that Mr. Dent
was going to be your contact or the person that you could reach
in the White House with respect to dairy problems?
Mr. Nelson. No. It would just, it was just kind of hoped
that maybe he would.
Mr. Weitz. Did Mr. Semer or Mr. Dent or anyone else indi-
cate at the meeting that you were supporters of the President?
Mr. Nelson. I believe that at the meeting it was indicated
that we wanted to support the President. You see, we were always
very candid about it, that we were Democrats who had a track
record that, you know, couldn't be denied. That was, depending
upon your political persuasion, that is a cross that you had to
Retyped from indistinct original
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bear. And so we made no bones about the fact. But we also
told him that we wanted to support the President and that we
,,rouldsupport the President.
Mr. Weitz. But there was no indication to your recollec-
tion that you were supporters of the President?
Mr. Nelson. That we were at that time? No, I wouldn't
say so.
Mr. Weitz. What about the $100,000 contribution?
Mr. Nelson. That was a payment. As far as I recall, that
$100,000 was never mentioned by anybody.
Mr. Weitz. No, not specifically. But didn't that make you
supporters of the President?
Mr. Nelson. Oh, you mean yes, it did. It did in our
view. But I don't think that I am quite sure that at that
point they didn't consider us to be supporters.
Mr. Weitz. Did you ever meet with Mr. Gleason?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir.
Mr. Weitz. In 1969?
Mr. Nelson. Well, I can't tell you the date. But I tell
you, I believe we met with Mr. Gleason more than once. And asI. I recall, it was either very shortly after or maybe a little be-
~e meeting with Mr. Dent.
Mr. Weitz. Now, let me show you a letter, and if you can
identify it, so be it. It is a letter which I will mark as Exhi-
bit No. 1 at this session, from Jack Gleason to Milt Semer, dated
Retyped from indistinct original
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... _._ -~ _ 3.5 Harold Nelson memorandum
IVIEMOR.Pu~DUM
August 19# 1969 D~'?'" t
TO: The Honorable Harry S. Dent
FROivl: Harold 1:\elson, General ),lanCiger.
Associated Dairymen, Inc.
SUBJECT: Invitation to the President to Address the Annual Meeting of
Associated Dairymen. Inc. :;,_ .
In accordance with your S\lggestion made in your office this
morning. here are the details of our invitation to the President to addr es s
the Annual Meeting of Associated Dairymen. Inc. .,
Associated Dairymen, Inc. is a dairy cooperative representinf'-
both manufacturing and Grade A fluid milk producers whose farms are in
the area roughly defined by the Appalachian Mountains on the east. the '
Rocky Mountains on the west. the Canadian border on the north, and the
Gulf of Mexico on the south. These farms are in the 18 states of Minnesota ,
North Dakota, South Dakota, \Visconsin, illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma. Arkansas. ~ouisiana" Kentucky" Tennessee, ,
Mississippi, Texas, and New Mexico. ,. '
,,'
Our member farmers produce approximately 16 percent of the
national milk supply, which represents approximately $1 billion per year
in sales.
This will be a banquet meeting at which we will have approximately
6.0_0,0 in attendance, including dairy farmers from every state in the United
States. s.. .
, '
Our first choice for a place of meeting is Kansas City, Missouri;
but, if you deem it advisable, we suggest as possible alternatives Des Moines, ,
Iowa; St. Louis, Missouri; or Chicago, illinois. \Ve have some latitude as to
the date of the meeting, but, if at all possible, we would prefer a date in
September or October.
Of course, I am sure that I need not assure you that the
President would be among friends, as the area from which these farmers
come are those in which he demonstrated his strength and popularity during
the recent election.
Harold S. Nelson, 1011N. \V. Military High\~ay, San Antonio, Texas. (512) DI-';-l ~.','
David Parr, 6423 Forbing Road, Little ROCK, Arkansas. (501) 562-1800 v~.
Milton P. Semer, Semer, \Vhite & Jacobsen, 115615thStrcet, :N. \V., \VashiLlO'ton
D. C. 659-2800. 0 "
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WASHINGTON 3.6 Jack Gleason letter
. i.
. ... ~ .~t.
. . . ' - .. ~':': ~. ~: ..• ;.::..: ..;:......:-: .
. ", : ': . - - ",-. . ... ... "-. ~ . - ,. .
Dear Milt:
. .
, ,
, ,
'_:' "
. , .'. ~... ; ,-..: /
. . ',': -:: ;". ., ~ -.
{.~ :-" ~.". . . :-:..
:.: • ;. : .: ": Or:
.. ,_.::'; ..- .
"
. . ~ .....
,,- '"
- -', .._" -~.:'
Are tb'ere'ar:.ypeople in the Associated Dairymen's group,
..vh orn '.'ve ought to gi','e p r io r ity c on s ide r a t iori fa:;::,2. positio~,
on SO!T'.eof the Department of Agricult\.!re Advisory Boards ;:'::' ,:,"_ -- . ~
or Commissions? We can play this pageantry pretty fa~,)i-.:·:,":· ,.~',':'--<-
you've got any suggestions for people in that group wh~_r;_ we,,','::>' -.':_': .:
ought to push for tha t kind .of appointment. __.' . ," ... ' ,<:" ~,":,~-:. r. _
a' .' .~ _.
I will need their'names'and some kind'of bi~graphy 'on them,,~, "',:_~--
but I think we can pre tty well ge t this in hand over at A ari- .:~: .:~ " _~.. . . 0.':- ~._:-:,';',.
culture. . . "_', ~.:':: >i' ': ,~_ .: ;', ': ">:" " _. :-. . .. ' . . - - : ," .~.. :: ~ -:. _,-'" _- - ' ~-_- .:: '_
Regards.
Sincerely,
"
Mr. }"1ilton P. Semer
Attorney
1156 15th Street, N. vr.
Wasl'in(fton' D C... ~ " .. .
; . [5996]
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4. By memorandum dated June 24, 1970 White House aide Jack Gleason
turned over most of the responsibilities with regard to'the milk producers
to Special Counsel to the President Charles Colson. Gleason stated that
Colson woul.d handle outstanding items including the possibility of the
President speaking in September at the AMP! annual meeting in Chicago
and the possibility of the President making an emergency reduction of
import quotas on dairy products. Attached to the memorandum was a draft
letter prepared by Parr that could be used by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture to recommend that the President take 1.mmediate action imposing
limitations on imports of certain cheeses and other dair.y products.
4.1 Memorandum from Jack Gleason to Charles Colson,
June 24, 1970 and attached draft letter (received
from l.J'hiteHouse).
[5998]
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
June 24, 1970
CONFIDENTIAL
~...
MEMORANDUM FOR CHARLES W. COLSON
From: Jack A. Gleason
Re: Milk Producers
Chuck,
As we discussed yesterday, it seems logical to me to turn over to
you most of the responsibilities for handling the Milk Producers, as
they would normally belong in your area anyway. The mechanics on
their support to us this year have been straightened out so that Dave
Parr will coordinate directly with me on collection and distribution
of support.
In the meantime, there are a few outstanding i.tems that need to go
into your pending problem category;
(A) First, Milk Producers for some time have been seeking
to have the boss appear at one of their national meetings. This has
been discussed and has gone around and around in the White House
for some time without result as yet. However, you should know that
they have now scheduled their next annual meeting for early September
to be held in Chicago. As I understand it from Dave Parr, this meeting
would include at least 15,000 of their members.
(B) The next question is that of the possibility of having the
President request that the Tariff Commission take emergency action
on dairy imports in a similar fashion to that wh Lch Johnson did in
July of '67 following the March 30, 1967, request for a Tariff
Commission investigation. I am attaching to this memo a copy of
a letter Parr prepared which spells out in some detail exactly what
they are looking for. The problem evidently is that since we
Retyped from indistinct original.
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recommended the Tariff Commission begin an.investigation of
dairy imports again, the European importers have begun to dump
increased quantities of their product on our market. Parr is
cognizant of the line of the President's last address on the state of
the economy regarding the possible need for increasing all imports
to offset inflationary pressures, but that, of course, in no way
lessens his interest in achieving the above. I mentioned this to
John Whitaker yesterday, but he is not familiar with the problem
and I therefore assume that at this stage of the game neither
Agriculture nor Whitaker is seriously contemplating the request
for emergency action.
In any event, I would believe it advisable for you and I and Dave
Parr to get together at some point in the near future to go over
these and a few other smaller items.
Over to you.
cc: Harry S. Dent
Retyped from indistinct original
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4.1 Attachment to Jack Gleason
memorandumDavid Parr draft letter,attachment to Memorandum
from Jack Gleason to
Charles Colson, June 24, 1970
Dear Mr. President:
On May 13, 1970, in accordance with my advice and recommendations,
you directed the United States Tariff Connnission to make an immediate
investigation under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended
(7 U.S.C. 624) to determine whether certain dairy articles (ice cream choco-
late crumb with a fat content of 5.5 percent ot less, animal feeds containing
milk 0 Isic] milk derivatives, and certain cheese containing 0.5 percent or
1ess.by weight of butterfat) are being, or are practically certain to be,
imported under such conditions and in such quantities as to render or tend
to render ineffective or materially interfere with the price support programs
now conducted by the Department of Agriculture for milk and butterfat, or to
reduce substantially the amount of products processed in the United States
from domestic milk and butterfat. You have directed the Tariff Commission
to report its findings and recommendations to you at the earliest practical
date.
Pursuant to Section 22, I hereby advise that I now have reason to
believe that certain additional articles are being imported, and are practi-
cally certain to be imported, under such conditions and in such quantities
as to render or tend to render ineffective, or materially interfere with,
the price support programs now conducted by the Department of Agriculture
for milk and butterfat, and to reduce substantially the amount of products
processed in the United States for domestic milk and butterfat.
Specifically, reference is made to the following articles:
1) Swiss or Emmenthaler cheese with eye formation; Gruyere-
process cheese; and cheese and substitutes for cheese
containing, or processed from, such cheeses; all the fore-
going, if shipped otherwise than in pursuance to a purchase,
or if having a purchase price of 47 cents per pound or more.
2) Cheese and substitutes for cheese provided for in items 117.75
and 117.85, part 4C, schedule 1 (except cheese not containing
cow's milk; cheese, except cottage cheese, containing no
butterfat or not over 0.5 percent by weight of butterfat, and
articles within the scope of other import quotas provided for in
this part); all the foregoing.
3) Lactose, a dairy product manufactured from whey.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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The imports of these articles have been increasing rapidly during
1970 and will apparently continue to do so if no action is taken to
restrain such imports. It is, in my judgment, most desirable that the
Tariff Commission make recommendations to you as to the effect on price
support programs of imports of quota-type cheeses selling at a price at or
over 47 cents per pound and imports of quota-type "other cheese" under
existing quota levels, including the 7.5 million pound allocation in this
.category to New Zealand. I have also concluded that there should be an
investigation of the effect of the growing imports of the product known
as lactose. The growth of imports of these articles has become of
increasing concern to me since my previous recommendation to you and
since your letter to the Tariff Commission of May 13, 1970.
. In view of the foregoing, I recommend that you cause an immediate
investigation to be made by the United States Tariff Commission as to such
articles and that you direct the Tariff Commission to include said articles
within the scope of the investigation directed by your letter of May 13, 1970.
Furthermore, I determine and hereby report to you that, with respect to
the articles which were the subject of your letter to the Tariff Commission
of May 13, 1970, and the additional articles described in this letter, a
condition exists requiring emergency treatment of all such articles. I there-
fore recommend that you take immediate action, pursuant to Section 22 (b),
to impose limitations on the quantities of ~uch articles which may be imported
in a quota year without awaiting the recommendations of the United States
Tariff Commission with respect to such articles.
Sincerely,
secretary of Agriculture
Retyped from indistinct original
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THE WHITE HOUS=:
Jack Gleason memorandum
,. v, r, ::,.~.. f :-: :~I~.0~~• b3
June24i 1970
CONFIDEi\TL'\L
MEl\10RA:::DU),,1 FOR CHARLES W. COLSON
. . ""-7/,
Frorn_~_~ack »: GlCJ.sontJ";\
Re: 1VlilkProducers 00131q
.Chuck~
As we discussed yesterday, it seems logical to me to turn over to
you rn ost of the r e 5 pons ibil it ie s for handling the Milk Produce r s ~ 2.5
they would normally belong in your area anyway. The mechanics on
their support to us this year hav e been'straightened out so that Dave
Parr will coordinate directly with me on collection and distribution
of support. ~.
In the meantime, there are a few outstanding items that need to go
into your pending pl:oblem category;
"(A) First, Mi lk Producers for sorn e time have .been seeking
to have the boss appear at one of their national meetings. This has
,.~ been discussed and has gone around and around in the White Ho u s e
for some time without result as yet. However, YOll should know that
they have now scheduled their next annual meeting for ea r Iy September
to be held in Chicago. As I understand it from Dave Parr, this meeting
would include at least 15, 000 of their members.,
«.
(B) The next que st ion is that of the possibility of having the
Pres idcnt r eque s t that thc Tariff Cornrn is s ion take em e r gc nc y action
on dairy imports in a s imi la r fashion to that which Johnson did in
July of '67 following the Ma r ch 30, 1967, request for a Tariff
Cornrnis s ion inv c st igation. 1 am at ta ch ing to this rn em o a copy of
a letter Pa r r prepared which spells out in some detail exactly what
tbey are l oo k ing for. The problem evidently is that since we
'.
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recommenc1.::d tile T'a r if I Comrn is s ion hc g in a n inv c s t iga t ion of
dairy impo rt s ag;:lln, the: £urop8an irrip or t e r s have be gun to clum.p
,',.incrcased quantities of their product on our rna r ke t , Parr is
cognizar:t of th.:.! line of the President.'s last address on the state of
the c con omy regarding the possible need for inc r ea s irrg all imports
to offset inflatlonary pressures, but that, of course, in no way
lessens his interest in achieving the above. I mentioned thi.s"to
John Whitaker yesterday, but he is not familiar with the problem,
• and I therefore assume that at this stage of the garne neither
Agriculture nor Vlhitaker is seriously contemplating the request
for emergency act ion ,
j
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In any event, I would believe it advisable for you and I and D';'ve
Pa.r r to get together at some point in the ncar future to go over
"these and a few other smaller items.
Over to you.
~ , .
"
'00131G
\'
'\
.'
"
_\ I·
; cc: Harry S. Dent
...... _ ,\,
,~ ..
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___ 4.1 Attachment to Jack Gleason
memorandum
. JW-y.. l- r. r- IJ .-~;. e- ' ,. ..' t:
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On t.~<lY 13, l~l'/O, in (~cC:Olchnc.::! \;,'j_~hn:j c clvicc- ~:ll'11':!co:H~·~:(!.~i~:'_i8:'s,
you c1ir,~(::'_;(: t!:~ Ur:i~:!:::f;~::ltc.!~; T'::I:-1[[ Co:n!l:i;;;;jon to r::~:::(; (til imr'~2di·,:~',:
. -. .-t· .. : ." ..1,·... C'-. "'( 22 (r ",0 j'",r';r'Lll tur ,1 /.,';,' c'f,~"" ~ " t . ,) IIV L,; .' 1<j (l~•0,'1 \.!" .. _" •Y._ Cd);1 H l ••. , I.: - .. ~ • - l '" '.. .. "'.: J ,! ~ c. II t ..nL he, (lS <11;:~:r -:.:.::~d
('/ U· S C· r'I/) t ......-~-.1·"rr~;···-'\..!".' II:'~ cr.rtt.in c1;li~\I -l~: ic lo s (;~0 -v - ~., •• ,'c.: v "', .. ,;. ""._ d.··.lI .,L ,L Le•• "", (! •• v •.'-. _-.. •.: C[c.,:ln, c:'!c::::o-
1· .",...'('l'U ",', "'1';"1'" f- •. con l -v -·t Or S t: perc .....nt or Ic s s -'711"1"1 f '" ."d~t,; . 1 .) , .• 1 u (,1. •• ' II L ••• J _._ ',." , , .. .I.">., c. li.~1 CCCiJ cOl·IL<:!l!ii.ll'j
mill:. 0" wit: d:::ri'.'dtivc:'s I ul~d cefLUin ch·::;::;.s·~cont~ini!!j. O. S percent or 1·::;ss
.by ',\'eiglll CJ[ t~!~~Crr,!L)~rc bei:1!], or (;rc pructic211y cc:rLciin to b3, ir:1rC>!'~2d
under such co::ditio,-,s 2nd in such CjuunLii:iC:suS to rcr.:kr or len:l to rcnC:cr
incHc:c~i'v"~ or r::2~c:rjLlI1J' interfere v.'ith til:; pri~.~ support prO~,2ms no;:.'
)c'uc1e"" bOT' ~Il'" 'u' -,," "'["l·,r'n·· OC 1·~··icu,lt',-." [0'···....1·1'.. ;-,n,1 b"tL,-,...r. .. •COl l • ,.1 j' ....'- :.:.;)~; L ;'c. L 1 \:Jl _ .I. '-~\.:.. , ;.. :. (.!.:.1 '" L<.;;l L2~ I or LO
reduce sub~;t2ntidly tho::; c;,mcun~ of products p:-ocesscd in the United StUL'2S
[rOIll d~J1!8sUc l.1il1: 2nd bu'ctcrfu t. You hQve directed the Turia Co:-:~mis sior.
to report its finciir:g s (mel recomm8nciutions to you at the earliest pructic('!.l
clute.
purstlunt to Section 22, I hereby advise ti1Clt I nO'll have reCl~on to
believe 'that certain additim1Cll Clrticlc s are b8ing imported, and arc P:-ClCticul1y
certnin to b3 imported, under such conditions', and in such qUClntitie s as to
'rcnd~r or tend to render ineffective I or D1Cltcrially intcrIerc ,',rith, the price
support progwms nov! conducted by the DcpClrtm8nt of j\gricu"lturc for milk.
andbuttcrfut, and to redUCe substantially the iJ.:nount of pro:lucts processed
in the United States for domestic milk and butterfat.
Spccificully I. reference is made to the follmving article s:
001317
2)
... ,.-
,
1) SwiSS or Emmenthaler cheese with eye forffiCltion; Gruyere-
process cheese; and cheese und s.ubstitutes for ch·2e~e
. containing I or proce ssed from I such chee.ses; all the fore-
going, if si1ipP8d othen'!isc than in pUrSU2!1CC to a purchase I .
or if having a ~urchus8 price of .47 cents per pound or mo!·c.
'Cheese und substitutes for cheese provid~d for in items J.17. 7S
and 117.85. pClrt ·1C, .schedule 1 (except ch8ese not cor:taining
cow's milk; cheese I except cottuge cheese, cOl'ltuining no .
butterfat or not over 0 ~5 percent by "leight of butterfat, and
article s within the' scope of other import quotu s provided for in
thl.s pent); n11 the fore goi \19.
3) Lactose I u dairy product manufactured from whey.
,
. .
'. ._
---_.__ ... - ....---....-..-.- ..-~.---.--.----.. - ...--.... - ... ~------_ ...- .
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In view of the fO!'000Ll9, I reco:·:1mend that you ca uS8 an immediate
invepti0~tio;'l to be mad·~ by the United States 'I'arIff Co;'nmission as to, such
articles Dl;'cl tha t you direct the Tclriff Commission to include said a.rti6ies
within the scope of the ~nvestigCltion directed by your letter of May 13,1970.
Furthermore I I determine and hereby report to you that, wlth respect to
the articles which vretc the subject of your letter to the Tar Iff Corurnl s s ion
of IVluY13, 1970, and the additional art icle s described in this Ie tte r , a
condition exists requi!"ir:g emergency treatment of all such art lclc s . I there- .
fore recol1ui";cnd that you take im:71cdiate action , pursuant to Section 22 (b) I
to Impose limitations on the quant it ie s of. such articles wh ich may be imported
in a quota year without cl\vaiting the recomil;cndations of the United states
TurHf Commission with re spect to such article s .
...... - " .. '-. Sincerely I
.' ·0
001.318 i
\
\
\
Secretary of Agriculture
. ,.._ ,
'.
- ,
.. , ' .-_ " ......~, \
o_
it 3,if~ J'II .] . '~j' '.
'J 'j J:
--.-,__- ...-....--.--~~- '----'-_.,---- --~--- - ...._ ........... ......_.
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5. In the June 24, 1970 memorandum from Gleason to Colson referred
to in the preceding paragraph, Gleason stated that AMPI special counsel
Parr would coordinate directly with Gleason on collection and distribu-
tion of support. During 1970, AMP! and other dairy organizations pledged
or contributed approximately $135,000 to a special White Rouse project
administered by Gleason and Kalmbach that designated certain congressional
candidates to receive contributions and distributed the contributions.
5.1 Memorandum from Jack Gleason to Charles Colson,
June 24, 1970 (received from ',\fiiteRouse).
5.2 Memorandum from Herbert Kalmbach to file, April 22,
1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.3 Herbert Kalmbach notes on 1970 congressional campaign
fundraising (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.4 Letter from Herbert Kalmbach to H. R. Haldeman,
November 6, 1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.5 Letter from Jack Gleason to Mrs. Joan Payson, July
20, 1970 (received from Special Prosecutor).
5.6 Letter from Patrick J. Hillings to the President,
December 16, 1970 (received from SSC).
5.7 Memorandum from Jack Gleason to Harry Dent, June 18,
1970 (received from SSC).
[6009]
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Retyped from indistinct original.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
June 24, 1970
CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM FOR CHARLES W. COLSON
From: Jack A. Gleason /s/ JAG
Re: Milk Producers
Chuck,
As we discussed yesterday, it seems logical for me to turn over to
you most of the responsibilities for handling the Milk Producers, as
they would normally belong in your area anyway. The mechanics on
their support to us this year have been straightened out so that Dave
Barr will coordinate directly with me on collection and distribution
of support.
In the meantime, there are a few outstanding items that need to go
into your pending problem category;
(A) First, Milk Producers for some time have been seeking
to have the boss appear at one of their national meetings. This has
been discussed and has gone around and around in the \{hite House
for some time without result as yet. However, you should know that
they have now scheduled their next annual meeting for early September
to be held in Chicago. As I understand it from Dave Parr, this meeting
would include at least 15,000 of their members.
(B) The next question is that of the possibility of having the
President request that the Tariff Commission take emergency action
on dairy imports in a similar fashion to that which Johnson did in
July of '67 following the Barch 30, 1967, request for a Tariff.
Commission investigation. I am attaching to this memo a copy of
a letter Parr prepared which spells out in some detail exactly what
they are looking for. The problem evidently is that since we
Retyped from indistinct original.
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recommended the Tariff Commission begin an investigation of
dairy imports again, the European importers have begun to dump
increased quantities of their product on our market. Parr is
cognizant of the line of the President's last address on the state
the economy regarding the possible need for increasing all imports
to offset inflationary pressures, but that, of course, in no way
lessens his interest in achieving the above. I mentioned this to
John Whitaker yesterday, but he is no~ familiar with the problem
and I therefore assume that at this stage of the game neither
Agriculture nor Whitaker is seriously contemplating the request
for emergency action.
In any event, I would believe it advisable for you and I and Dave
Parr to get together at some point in the near future to go over
these and a few other smaller items.
Over to you.
cc: Harry S. Dent
Retyped from indistinct original.
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THE WHITL: f:OUS~.::_5.l Jack Gleason memorandum
V, :~ .. ;.., f :': ., .:. C~ . .:
...
J u n e 2·'!-, 19, a
MEl\iORA;';DU.\[ FO~{ C.fIA~L£S W. COLSO::,{
'\_7r. ..
From: Jack A. GlcasonV"'<{. .__ . v,
Re: }.{ilk Producers
As we discussed yesterday, it seems logical to me t o turn o....e r to
you rn ost of the r e spon s ib il it ie s for handling thc M'i l k Producers, 2.S
they would normally belong in your area .anyway , Thc mechanics on
their support to us this year ha ve been'str2.ightc:1.ed out so that Dave
Parr will coordinate directly with me on collection and d is t r ibut io-,
of support. :7'.
In the rne a nt irne , there are a few outstanding items that need to go
into your pending pr:oblern category;
,
"(A) First, Mi lk Producers for sorn e time have .bccn seeking
to have the boss appea!" at one of their national meetings. This has
<- ; been discussed and has gone around and around in the White House
for some time w ith out result as yet. Howe vc r , yon should know t ha t
they have now scheduled their next annual meet!ug for ea r ly Scptemb~r
to be held in Ch icago , As I understand it from Da ve Parr, this meeting
wouldinc1ude at least 15, 000 of t.he ir rne rnbc r s ,
(B) The next que st lon is that of the poss ibility of hav ing the
President r eque s t that the Tariff Commission t a ke emergency a ct ion
'.._ on da iry imports in a s irnj Ia r fashion to that which Johns 0:1 d id in .
July of '67 following the Ma r ch 30, 1907, request for a Tariff
Cornl'nissioa investigation. I am attaching to this rn e rn o a copy of
a leiter P~rr p r epa r c d wh ich spells out in some dc ta il exactly what
t.bey a r e loo king for. The problem ev idc nt ly is that since we
'.
~, '11
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r-c c ornrn c nd c d Uic Tn r if I Co m m is s ion bc g in 2..:1 i~~,...(_;:,;ti~at~o:o.of
da ir y im pc rt s <l~:.::!.:n, l:lC .EUl'opca.n irr.)()rtcrs h a v c Lc g un to d u rn p
.',.increased qu a n l il. ic s of t hc ir product 0:< Our rria r-Le L, Parr is
cogniz2.r.t of t hc l in c of the President's Ia s t a dd r c s s on the s t at c of'
the c con crn y r cga r d ing the possible Deed for inc r ea s inp 2..11 il0.pOr-tS
to offset infl a t ioria r y pressures, but that, of COi.1rSC, in no way
Les s cns his interest in a ch icv ing the above. I rric nt ionc d Lh is to
John Whit2.kcr yesterday, but he is not familiar with the problem
and I thc r efor c a s surn c that at this stage of the garr.e neither
Ae r icultu r e nor Vlhttaker is seriously contemplating the request
C> •
for crnc r gc ncy action.
In any event" I would believe it advisable for you and I and D~ve
Pil-rr to get together at some point in the .ncar future to go over
'these and a few ether srria ll e r item's.
Over to you.
00131G
.... ,- \ .,
\-_ .~
; cc: Harry S. Dent
,
\,
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Herbert Kalmbach memorandum
Retyped from indistinct original.
LAW OFFICES
KALMBACH, DE MARCO, KNAPP & CHILLINGWORTH
MEMORANDUM
FILE: 1970 Contributions File Date: April 22, 1970
Ro·_. Jack Gleason Telecon To: Memorandum to File ~...
From: Herbert W. KalmbacQ
This afternoon I received a call from Jack Gleason
who said that Harry Dent has reported to him that he (Dent)
had just met with John Ehrlichman and Ehrlichman had con-
firmed that all of these contribution solicitation assign-
ments had been officially assigned to me for handling.
I told Jack that I would be back to him within a
day or so to discuss these various prospects with him and
to work out the procedures involved.
HWK/ss
Retyped from indistinct original.
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-5.2 Herbert Kalmbach memorandum
LAVI O;:r:ICES
McN\ORANDUM
Dura:
To: ~e~ora~dl~ to.?ile
From:'
I.L;i_::;·Clft2!';):)On _ ::':·2!.::~::ived a c.3.11 frc:-:1 J2.cl-: Gl~s:.30n
.who said t:1St Harry D2:1t has repcrt.ed to h ira that he (Dent)
had just r.et ivi to .J ohn El1:clic:::::3.Yl and E:u"lich:::anhad cori- '
fil';~;ed tna c all of tne se con tri but Lon soliei t.a tion assign-
ments had been officially assigned to me for handling.
I t':Jld Jack that' I ">JOUld be back to him Hithin a
day or so to discuss these var ious prospects "tdth him and
to work out the procedures involved .
. UTJ"'/I:lil·'!'. S S
e
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Abplanalp., Robert H. (1)
Ande~son, Robert O.
. Annenoerg) Hal tel'H.
Berry., Loren. N. (2)
Bobst, Elr.'ler H.
Brm'in" Eagar H., Jr. (3)
Casey, Hilliam J.
Crosby, J3_"JeS H.
Davis, Shelby
Davis, Halter
25.,000
50,000
50.,000
'. 50-,000
5,,000
50,,000
10,,000
15_,000 .
10,,000
.2::2,000
·50,000
5-,000
50)000
50,000
15,000·
·22.,500.·
50,000
42,000
25,000
, . 253000
.' .
.10,000
5,,000
25,,000
·5,000
2'5.000
15-,000
15,000
5,000
250,,000
5.000
25,000
25,,000
25,,000 .
-0-
2!).000
25_,OOJ
?... ~'''O_5,~'\.J
25.000
50,COO
lC.O~O
/: de Roulet., Vir;.cent (4)
Dudley, Guilford, Jr. (5)
Fisher ,Max 1·~.
Ford;'.· Heriry II
Franzheim, Kenneth
Friel,::" Helen Cla~
Gerritty, Ned (0)
Getty, J. Paul (7)
Gordon, Albert H.
Gould, Kingdon" Jr.
Greem'lall, Frank K. '
Hill, Robert C. (8)
Hirsch, Clement L. (9) .
Hoffman, Hayne 1·1.
Humes , Jo11..."1 P.
Ir\'lin, John N., II
Keith, Hillard H.
Kendall, Donald I,I.
King, Joh."1H. (10)
.Lasdon, ~'lilliam s.
Le~'lis, L2.·~']renc, Jr.
Liedtke, ~·iillic..mC., Jr.
L ,,,,··,..,'In cnar Le sU'~J\.IJ:';;'" ... - _ ....
HcCulloch" Rebert
),..,"::>'0' l'7oc:+::>rG~."._ '..,.1-.",) ~ \.1'_ •
.,. " ... (;'~.r ;'1).." 1 1 i "Po' TJ•
!.•Ch ..'1J.':.J! VJ • -_._'- .• -
.' •• . • ..• ~, ":" '\,1-; l' .! '1'" IThl.uoc::cc;, .I., tJ. J __ .!.C ...,." -
Mills, Jack (11)
~itch~ll: Charles
;~corc~John D. J.
180,000
110>000
170,000
·164 hOO. ,..I
70,000
290,000
....
100)000 .
133,C2J.
[6018]
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·Horrison, Thomas J.
· Nielsen, Arthur C.
Olin, John N.
~as) T~~mas A.
,Parr , Davl.G .'
Payson" Nrs. Charles
· Pe r-ot , H. Ross (12)
Pew, J. Hmlard
pickett, Roscce
Plstell, Richard (13)
RockHell, Hillard F.
;:.'. Rollins, Jchn "i'[." Sr. (14)
Rush" Ken.11eth
Russell, Fred J. (15)
Salvatori, Henry
Seaver, Hrs. Blanche
Scaife, Richard
Shaheen" John 1·1.
Smith" Gerard
Smith, Kent H.
stone, W. Clement
swim, Dudley
s;ymington, J. Fife" Jr. (16)
Talenti, Pier
l'la11ace., DeHitt
"
Hatson, Arthur K.
Weyerhaeuser, F. K.
Hilde, Claude
·Wilson" David K. (17)
Hyly, Sam
'I'ota1 amount; pledged as of .11/3/70
Origina.l goal amount
-0-
25.,000
25,000
··50-,000
110,000
25,000
250,,000
. 50,000
10,,000
.25,000
50,000'
250,000
2.,000 '
50.,000
• 50,000
.1,000 .
100,000 .'
-0-
15,000 .
40 000 ., .
250,000
.'25,000
··50,000
20,000
34,000
. '50,000
,10,000
25,000
-0-
-0-
210,000
360,000
402,000
156.;000
379,000
85,000'
$2, 809" 000
$2,050,000
1....r-r ,..,',,.1-< ( ,; !.J..-: ...J .• oJ 'I:)
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Footnotes'
1. Called after earlier pledge to say that he had
other campaign commitments that we were aware of and asked to
be released from this program.
2. Misunderstanding here inasmuch as the followup
. on Berry was conducted on the basis of a $20,000 commitment
when in fact he and I had agreed at.the time of my solicita-
tion that he would pledge $50,000 to the program.
3. While pledge was for $50,000, only $25,000 was
realized.
4. Total amount received outside of program; he
has also pledged an additional $50,000 in 1972.
~...
5. Pledge amount "on the way".
6. While pledge amount is yet to be received, I am
reasonably certain that such will be forthcoming.
7. Total amount received and routed to Delaware
committees.
8. $2550 realized outside of program; balance not
realized.
9. Hirsch also pledged an additional $25,000 in
1972.
10. Pledged amount will not be forthcoming due to
King's personal financial difficulties.
11. Pledge from tobacco group not yet realized.
12. Pledge amount will not be realized for reasons
already expressed.
13. Pledged amount will not be forthcoming due to
Pistell's personal financial difficulties.
14. While pledge amount not received directly into
this program, am advised by Rollins (confirmed by Harry Dent)
that his total contributions to various campaigns this year
will exceed $500,000.
15. Total amount received outside of program.
16. Symington also pledged an additional $50,000
in 1972.
17. Wilson asked to be excused from participating
in this program because of his involvement in Tennessee as
Bill Brock's finance chairman.
Retyped from indistinct original. [6020]
FOGtnotr:;s
1. called' after ea!'lier pledge to say th.::!.t he tad
other c a.npa Lgn cO::-~"7_it::.ents t~2. t '..ie 1'lere a ....uxre=o: and asked to.
be released fron thi3 progra::..
2. 1.!isundcrst2.ndin:; here Lna srauc h 2.S the follo' ..pj~
.J.... t\,.,. ~ . ....,. "~'r"<O r ~ ~on Berr~,- "";as c end uc ceo on _!E: D2.SlS CI a~:c: -'v:;O Cc:l!..T.itzr.en t
when in f'ac t he and I had agreed at the tili:e of my solic i ta~
1'" Ar--r" "'~I""\.J.... .:...~tion the. t he wcul.d p_cage y)v;1VJ..; co we program.
3. 1'ihile pledge 1'm,s fer $50.,000, only $25,000 ..,':as
realized~
.,~'
4. Total ancurrt recei.ved outside of pz-ogz-am; he ..
has also pJ.:;dged an additional $50;1000 in 1972. :-..
.J... II , ". PledGe a"llOu..rllJ on t.he l';ay •
. ..6. 'ITni1e pledge arccun t is yet to be received" I
reasonably certain that such "";ill be forthc c::rling.,
7. Total amount received .and routed to De Lawar e
corr...":1ittees •
8. $2550 r"ealized outside of pr ogz-ara; balance not
realized.
9. Hirsch also pledged an additional $25.,000 in
1972-
10. Pledged enount \'iill not be forthcc!TIing due to
King's personal financial difficuJ.ties.
11. Fledge from tobacco group riot yet realized.
-.already
12. Pledge amount 'Hill not be realized :for reasons
exoresr:ed.
""
13. Pledged amount 1"i11 not be f'or thcoml.ng due to
Piste11's personal financial difficulties. .
this
t[~~·t
",;ill
14. ','lhilepledge a:::0t;T.~· not rec:~ive~ dir8c'tly into
,,-. ~~" a.-1 .. ']'~"'~ '0\' -.-.,-;-: . nc- (,'on.,.., "~-,-:,~. n:r :~'~'Y'..,,,. 1'",~' \pr():r~al, <;., •• v,',_u;'_l... ~ .. \~._._~ __~ ~ •• L._'-' ~_ .~:...:.--~: ........"";"C)
h:'s tat:..'1.1con-:::'i·::;.ltior.: t.8 ~.:&rlC~::; ~8'.~pui;ns t;1:'S ye:.::.:-
,~...- .".,-. I'r ..',~>::;',""v! "~I''''';'''_'' ...
., ..'. ~u.
5.!!
., r",
..L { •
-:1 , , 1 C.. "':'. I"~
\ " .. : '..._
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NOTE 5.3
In an interview with the House Judiciary Committee Impeachment
Inquiry staff on May 7, 1974, Herbert Kalmbach identified the follow-
ing documents as his notes showing pledges to the "Town House project."
The figure to the left of the arrow indicates the amount sought, an
upward arrow indicates that a pledge was made, and the figure to the
right of the arrow indicates the amount pledged.
[6023]
Amount
- 5.3 Herbert Kalmbach notes
~le. No. Name
Retyped from indistinct original
1. [56S] W. Clement Stone 2501" 250
2. [28K] John King 2501'250
3. [49R] John Rollins 250 t250
4.' [65S] Sam H'y1y and Charles Hyly
[5-11-70] [Said 10 but withcireH] ~ 0
5~ [66P] H. R. Perot
[5-11-70]
250t250
(1000]
6. [3A] Walter Annenberg loot 50
412)471-8860 7. [52S] Richard Scaife[Reconfirmed Commitment on 7-16-70]
loot 100
8. [43P] David Parr[Milk Producers--in for 100 1+3 H in 1972
Ex prod] ,
loot 110
.... ,f'·
9. [30L] William Liedtke
[JAG says mention Hilton Mandel-broker in 'NYC]
100'" On 7-8
10. [16F] Henry Ford 250
11. [lID] Vincent de Roulet
[5-8-70]
so't 50 + 50 in '72
213) RI9-2536 l2.[53S]
, [ 5 . 1
.r [C~5~15]
Mrs. Blanche Seaver 50
l3.[5151
0': C.5-151
Henry Salvatori
[6-9-70 at Los Angels Club]
50'" 50
Retyped from indistinct original
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_5.4 Herbert Kalmbach letter
LAW OrriS:';
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.: ...·""!:s ~.O·CCNNC~
November 6~' 1970
p~Personal and Confidential
NT. HtR. Haldeman
Assistant to the President
The 'fDi te House
l~ashington, D. C.
.~.", .:
Dear Bob:
Atta.ched is a listing of everyone contacted on rJ.y
rec'ent assignrrrent ~·;ith the results Lnd tca ted , The footnotes
are used to help explain the circ'J.:n::tances in those instances
where Jack Gleason did not actually receive and/or route the
amounts earlier pledged.
Directly or indirectly and with very few ~xceptions~
. those "[ho pledged their par t.LcLpat.Lcn in the pr-ogr-am for th.e
'.amounts indicated honored their pledges. As you know and as
indica ted in the footnotes ~ c er t.a Ln contributions wer e received
in a different manner.
Please let me know ~I you have any questions er:"f
there is any way in whLch I can be of further as s is tanc e ,
"
[6029]
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--- 5.5 Jack Gleason letter
Jack Gleason letter,
July 20, 1970
.etyped from indistinct original
RECEIVED
July 22 1970
Kalmbach, DeMarco,
Knapp & Chillingworth
Law Offices
July 20, 1970
CONFIDENTIAL
Mrs. Joan Payson
Shelter Rock Road
Manhasset, New York 11030
Dear Mrs. Payson:
This is to confirm my instructions following
Mr. Herbert W. Kalmbach's recent visit with you
that I am to contact you regarding certain
political campaign contributions for 1970.
Pursuant to your discussion with Mr. Kalmbach,
I would now like to propose that you forward to
my office checks in the amounts indicated on the
attached schedule. I understand that by so doing
you will have fully completed your commitment made
with Mr. Kalmbach.
If you have any questions concerning the above
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Jack A. Gleason
jack gleason
cc: Mr. Herbert W. Kalmbach
Retyped from indistinct original
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STATE
AMOUNT
OF CHECK
COMMITTEE TO WHICH CHECK
SHOULD BE PAYABLE
Tennessee $2,5002,500
Brock for Senate Committee
Brock Campaign Committee
Wyoming
$2,500
2,500
$2,500
2,500
Burton for Senate Committee
Burton Campaign Committee
Wold for Senate Committee
Wold Campaign Committee
New Mexico $2,5002,500
Carter for Senate Committee
Carter Campaign Committee
Alaska $2,5002,500
Stevens for Senate Committee
Stevens Campaign Committee
Retyped from indistinct original.
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5.5 Jack Gleason letter
·J'..ll.:_,· 2:') ,1970
._--------_.-
r···· .;-."
'-,irs. JO';!i1 ?;:i}'YOn
Shelter ~ock Eo~d
.:a·11~1a33~t, .~;e~dy·'Jr·J..:
I.
j',
11::130
1;his i::;::o con f i rm my iz-:s::'r..!ctio:::;foll:J~lil1J
:.tr. Ile·rb·2rt.d. l<aL'!'JJac~"3 recent VL3it w i ch you
that! am to contact you regardingcer::ain
political cam?aign contri~ut~on3 £~r lJ7J.
?ursua~~t to your discussion wit.h ~:~r•. I\alblj,~chl'
I \'lOuld no:'! like to pro?ose til.::!t you f0::::--:'1:lrd to
~<ly o f f i ce oh eck s in t:1f> amoun+s i:1uicai:ed or" the
3ttacned schedula. I undar3tandthat by. so doing
you ;,..rill ~1~V0 fully cO;:ll:)l::~t~dyour cO~1it~e.nt made
~·liti1 ~r. j:~1_,=t.~::ac~1. ...
e
If yo·] l1a?F! ·'1:lYT·18Sti·:):18 co:!cerniag th:? aboTe?
01~a3e Jo not hasitate to contact ne~
S~~~~~-1~1y....... '_ ._.J... '_ __ ,
"
c c :
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2,500
;::a!1 ......) '-,~ n.yk,:.J'vV
2,50:)
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2,5:JD
$2,500
2,500
_;\lsska· $")t:'OO'- ,..J. '
2,500
3rock for Sf:::lat:c Commi,ttea
:.3rock C:di:"l9~i1:1. CO:Elitte8
3ur:':>11 f()= S~nat~ Corrmi,ttee .
Bu.rton Ca~?:d:ln ::c:-ami i:te~
;iold for Se.1.ate Comm.i,i.:tee
Aold C~:l:Jdign CO~'TIittGe
Carter for Senate Co~~ittae
C.?lrter Ca~p'ait;rn Committ!~~
Stevens for S2nate Corxnitt~e
st evens Cam:)aign Comrnd,ttce
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.~.~.
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Patrick Hillings letter to the President
~cember 16, 1970, 1-2
5.6 Pat Hillings letter
Retyped from indistinct original.
Law Offices
REEVES & HARRISON
Suite 500
1701 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
Telephone 202 298-9255
Ielex 440375 CRDA
Cable"REEVLAW"
December 16, 1970
The Honorable Richard Nixon
The l.JhiteHouse
Washington, D. C.
Re: §22 Tariff Commission (Milk) Recommendations
Presidential Proclamation
Dear Mr. President:
This letter discusses a matter of some delicacy
and of significant P9litical impact.
Since January 1 my Washington partner Marion
Harrison (one of your 1968 Virginia Co-Chairmen) and I have
represented Associated Hilk Producers, Inc. ("AMPI"). At
the l.Jhite House in September you privately met AMP I ,s two
key leaders, Harold Nelson and Dave Parr. You spoke by tele-
phone from the beach at San Clemente to Secretary Hardin and
to Harold Nelson during AMPI's annual convention in Chicago
Labor Day weekend. You told Harold of your intent person-
ally to address AMPI's next annual convention (a gathering
of almost 30,000 dairy farmers and their families).
r--- AMPI has followed our advice explicitly and will
I do so in the future. AMPI contributed about $135,000.00 to
Republican candidates in the 1970 election. We are now work-
ing with Tom Evans and Herb Kalmbach in setting up appropri-
I~~:n~hannels for AMPI to contribute $2 million for your re-
t.:.::.::.tion.AMPI also is funding a special project.
On September 21 the Tariff Commission recommended
to you, after it did a study you requested in May, four spe-
cific quotas for four specific dairy products. These recom-
mendations are well documented and by now are well known in
the dairy and related industries. No Presidential Proclama-
tion has been issued.
The problem is this. The dairy industry cannot
understand why these recommendations were not implemented
Retyped from indistinct original. [6036]
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very quickly. The longest the Democrats ever took to im-
plement a Tariff Conwission dairy recommendation was 16
days. On one occasion, President Johnson even imposed
quotas before he received the Tariff Commission's recom-
mendations!
The overall parity ratio is at its lowest since
December 1933. Farmers generally are unhappy with the
economy. You know our 'farmbelt losses in the election.
The Government saves money (by saving price sup-
port payments) and the farmer makes money when the recom-
mended quotas are imposed. The products are all "evasion"
products - that is, products which historically were not
imported but which started to be imported only after quotas
were imposed on other products.
The dairy and related industries have great faith
in your personal leadership. At the same time, they are
shaken by the economy. The right kind of Proclamation is-
sued quickly would dramatize your personal interest in a
large segment of agriculture.
House.
people,
people.
moving.
This problem is bogged down within the White
It is a victim of the bureaucracy - the Trade Bill
the National Security Council people, the domestic
It has been studied and ·restudied. It is not
We write you both as advocates and as supporters.
The time is ripe politically and economically to impose the
recommended quotas. Secretary Hardin, the Tariff Commission
and the dairy industry all support this. All that is neces-
sary is a simple Proclamation implementing the four specific
Tariff Commission recommendations.
(We attach a more detailed Memorandum. The sub-
ject is quite interesting if you have time for it.)
Respectfully,
lsI Pat
PATRICK J. HILLINGS
PJH:ek
Enclosure
Retyped from indistinct original.
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() 5.6 Pat Hillings letter
1701 PE:NN3YLV-'lNIA AV=:NU=:, N, W.
•. ~_;,', ~.i._::: l
WASH\:--;GT,J,'i. D. C. 20006
tEL::?!-10.~r:: ~02 ~·)d-30.J':)
T'::L:::< ~A.J.)·I:';' C;I':)r\
CA'1 L::': "n: t: '/LA'1'/"
P.At. r~IC'" J. HI ~t..I""G;].
w ........o~"r~:>~:;_;:..., ,:l"-40 • -r ...
Dec~~~er 16, 1970
..
The Honorable Richard Nixon
The Hhite House
Washington, D. 9·
:-- ...
Re: §22 Tariff Cornm.i.s ai.on (Nilk) Reco>::L.i:1endat.Lo ns
Presidential Procla~ation
Dear Mr. President:
.This·letter discusses a ma~ter of so~e del~cacy
and of significant political impact.
Since January I my Washington partner Marion
Harrison (one of your 1968 Virginia Co-Chairmen) and I have
d 71 oci.at.ed l'.!ilkD~oG'1ucc>rsInc (",,",:)-11) 71're.oresente ....,.ssL~ ,- .... .L ~,.L. ..n.;_',,-.L • ':-~i:.
t...l-t~ vThite House in SepteiTlberyou privately wet AH?I' s t.wo
key leaders, Harold Nelson and Dave Parr. You spoke by tele-
chone from the beach ac San C'Lerne nt.eto Secretary :hardin a;1c
to Ha'rold Nelson during .N1PI' S armua L convention in Chicago
Labor Day weekend. You told Harold of your intent person-
ally to address ANPI's next annual convention (a gathering
of almost 30,-000 dairy farTllersandt~e~:r;.£am~l~es).
b .ru'1PI has f'o L'Lowed our advice explici tly and ~....illo in the future. ~1PI contributed about $135,000.00 to'.Republican candidates In the 1970 election. He are now Kork-
ing wi t..'-l. Tom Evans and Herb Ka.Lmb ach in set tin.g up appropri-
ate channels for A1-lPI to contribute $2 million for your re-
election. ~~I also is funding a special project.
On September 21 the Tariff Co~~ission recofi~eDded
to you, after it did a stu~y.yOU requested in May, four spe-
cific quotas for four speclf1c dai=y products. These reco~-
rnendations are well documented and by now are well known in
G~8 dairy and related industri~3_ No PrQsidential Prcclarna-
tio:1.has bee:::1issued.
I;,
I
I,,
;
:
I
I
·1
I
i
The problem
~~d~r~tand ~~y these
lS this. 'I'h o do..iry
r CC01i~':12nc1c1tLo n s \-I :2rC!
indus + ry oanrio+
no t i;;'plc":10!~t.ed
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very' quickly. The longest the Oemocr~t~ ~ver took to io-
ole:nent a. 'la.riff.COi7'u.-:1issio[1.dai rv r0.co~'r.:·~;:d:'ltio;1 ',/2'3 16. -d~ys- On 0[1.8 occasio~, President Jo~nso~ even iffi?Osed
cuot.2.S before he recei vee the T2r if E. CO{;'::Ii.csi.on 's recorn-
~~.~:~r~dati0!13 t
The overall parity ro...tio15 at its lowest S1nce
Dec~'7\"ber1933 _ Farners generally are unhappy w i,th the
economy. You know our f arrabeLt;losses in the election.
The GoverTh'7tentsaves Goney (by saving price SUD-
port payme nts) and the farner rnakes I\,oney wh en the reco8::"
mended quotas are iwposed. The proc.ucts are all,lIevasion"
nroducts - that is, products which historically were not
Imported but whi~h" started to be irnportedonly after quotas
were imposed on other products.
The dairy and related industries have great faith
in your personal leadership. 'At the same time, they are
shaken by the economy. The rightkinc. of Proclamation is-
sued quickly'would dramatize your pers?~al interest ~n a
large segment of agricul ture.·
,
House~
people,
oeoD1e... ..
moving.
This problem is bogged down Hi thin the ~']hite
It is a victim of the.bureaucracy - the Trade Bill
the National Security Council peo?le, the do~estic
It has been studied and .rest~died. It is not
We ~rite you both as advocates and as supporters.
The time is ripe politically and econo~ically to impose ~he
reco~~enced quotas. Secretary Hardin, the Tariff Co~~ission
and the dairy industry all support this. All that is neces-
c;:,rvis a siraple Proclar:-:ation·imple:mentingthe four specific
;;)C!. _ • • ;Tariff Co~~isslon reco~~endatlons.
(He attach a moz e detailed ~·~e.i,\orandum.The sub-
ject is quite interesting if you have time for it.)
:.
-,
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--- 5.7 Jack Gleason memorandum
Jack Gleason memorandum to
Harry S. Dent, June 18, 1970.
Retyped from indistinct original.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
June 18, 1970
CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM FOR HARRY S. DENT
From: Jack A. Gleason
Re: Operating Expenses, Special Projecf, 'July through November.
Harry,
Attached are summary figures indicating the difficulties in getting
office space for our project. The essential problems are:
(A) No one will agree to short-term leases without charging
substantial premiums over and above the figures indicated below.
(B) Unfurnished office space at an attractive price (De Salle
Building) also happens to be very shabby in appearance and wide
open to security problems.
(C) Private office space through "friends," either corporate
or personal, presents additional security problems and opens the
possibility for potential embarrassment. (Gadsby - Hannah space
is no longer available as they are taking on an additional membe r in
the firm.) The Senate Campaign Committee is no longer housed at
the Hashington-Hilton, Lee lives there which may have confused you,
and even if he could get us lower cost than they have quoted to me,
it still would be far more expensive -- after office supply costs are
added -- than the Courtesy Associates proposal.
I strongly urge that we accept the Courtesy Associates proposal as it
is not only the lowest cost, but is also the most efficient for us in
terms of controlling administrative management problems. In addition,
it is without a doubt the most secure operation that I have seen. In
any event, the whole operational budget will run out a co~t figure of
less than one half of one percent of anticipated gross income which is
pretty good. Your quick approval is desired as Courtesy Associates
needs about one week to install phones and prepare the office.
Retyped from indistinct original. [6041]
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THE WHITE HOUSE
'.WASHINGTON
June 18, 1970
CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUj\1 FOR BARR Y S. DENT'
From: Jack A. Gleason
..~'.
Re : . Operating Expenses, Spec iet! Project,' Jtlly through November ..
Harry,
.Attached .are· summary figures indicatin~ the d iff lc ul.t ic s in getting
office space for our project .. The e sse nt ia l p r obIern s are: ..
(A) No one: will agree to shorl.:.term Ica s e s twibhout charging
~ubst:antial pr em iurn s over and above the figures ind icatcd bc l ow .
~,. - ~.
(B) Unfurnished office space at an attractive'price (Dc Salle
Building) also happens to be very shabby' in appearance and wide··
open to secur ity problems.
JIlt
",; .
....
(C) Private office spa ce through "f r i'c nd s , II. e ithe r corporate
or personal, pr c se nt s a dd it iona l security problems and opens t.he
'possibilily'_f'or pot e nt ia l cmba rr a s srnc nt , (Gadshy - Ha.nna h is pa ce
Is no l on ee r ava ila b lc as tho y are taking on <in additional member ino .
the f ir m , } The Senate: C,~mF2.ign ComrniHee is no longer hou s e d at
the Washington-Hilton, Lcc'li\"l~s there which may. han! c onf u s c d you,
and even' if he c oul d get us lo\'.~er co~t than they have quoted to Die, .
it still would bo Ja r more cxpe ns ive - - .aItc r office supply costs arc
added -- than the Cour~.~sy Associate·s proposal. .
I strongly urge t.ha t w e :tccc·pt the Courtesy As s oc iat c s pr-o po sa l as it
is not only the lowc s t c os t , bd is also the m os t efficient. fo ;: u s in
tor111S 01 c ont r ol l ing a clrn i7)is t r a t iv c ma na gc r» c nt prob Ie rn s , In ('.(ld it ion ,
it ls \':ithollt a dl-'~lbl t hc rn os t s ecu r e operation th~t I have seen. In
. any event, the ~b_~!~ ?":"\.:2!·~._tJy:-l;:1 buclg ct will. run out. a cost Ligu r o of
less than one' ha lf or ono l"":'<':\'!\~ of nul ic ip t t c d g)'OSS inc orne which is
. p r-ctt y 6uod. Yuu!" ql:icL 2 PiJ:'ovCll is desin~c.l as Cou:dcsy ;\ssoci,\..lcs
need!" a b~Hlt one w('c k to h;: t a 11phones and p~'cp:;,ret he: offj,:c.
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A. Comparative Costs Furnished Space
. (1) Washington-Hilton Hotcl --Two rooms, minimum
$1, 000 - $1,200 per m.onth; still r cqu ir e s office equ iprne nt a~d
supplies, and parking.
(2) Watergate Hotel -- Two rooms, rn in irnurn $35 per day;
roughly $1,100 per month; would require same additional office
equipment as in if 1 above.
(3) Sheraton-Carlton Hotel -- Two r ooms , $55 .;..$75 per
. day, $.1, 500 ;_$2, 000 per rn ont h ; would require additional office
equipment as in If 1 above .
.. ', .',
Unfl.lrnished Space
(1) Madison Hotel
year lease. )
$350 per month ... [rn in irnurn one
.. (2) De Salle Building -- $200 per month. (one year lease,
~ot ready for occupancy be f or c September:)
. (3) 1707 L Street, N. Vi. - - Min imurn s pa ce ava ilable is
600 square.ieet at $6. 00 per square foot; $360 per month .
.", .":
[6043]
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Jack Gleason memorandum to
Harry S. Dent, June 18, 1970, p. 3.
B. Costs for Furnishing Office
(1) Xerox (smallest unit) $60.00 per month plus supplies
and excess copy charges.
(2) Electric typewriter -- $25.00 per month. Dictating
equipment -- $35.00 per month. (quotes ·supplied by Metropolitan
Office Machines.)
(3) Furniture for two offices -- minimum of $100 - $125
per month. (quotes supplies by Budget Furniture, Inc. and Lease-
a-Desk, Inc.)
(4) Office maintenance -- approximately $50 per month.
(5) Telephone installation -- $22.00 (one time charge).
(6) Parking space (2).-- approximately $75 - $100 per month.
(7) Utilities (other than telephone) -- approximately
$25 per month.
Indicated furnishing costs: Low -- $390; High $440
II.
Recommended Procedure
Lease private office and secretarial space through Courtesy Associates.
Space available July 1st through November. Total cost of $625 per
month includes following: secretarial supplies, electric typewriter,
dictating equipment, use of Xerox machine, all furniture, office
maintenance, parking, back-up telephone answering service, good
security measures, conference room, all basic office supplies.
Location at either 1730 Rhode Island Avenue or 1629 K Street.
Retyped from indistinct original.
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B. Costs for Furnishing Office
(1) Xerox (sma lIe s t unit) $60.00 per month plus supplies
and excess copy charges.
(2) Eleclrictypcv,:riter -- $25.00 pcr month. Dictating
equipment -- $35. 00 pe r month. (quotes supplied by Me t r opo l it a n
Office Machines. )
'-~,
, .. (3) Furniture for two offices --:-rn in irnurn of $100 - $125per month; (quotes supplies by Budgct Furniture, Inc. and Lcasc-
a-Desk, Inc.)
" "
(4) Office rna int ena rice approximate~y $50 per' month.
(S) 'I'e Ie ph one installation $22.00 (one t irne charge).'
''. ..,, '
(6) Parking space (2) -- a pp r ox irnat.e ly $75-$100 pcrmonth.
(7) Utilides (other than tclephone) -- approximately
-. . " '
$2S' pcr month.
~.. Indicatcd furnishing costs: Low -- $390; High $440
. ,." ", "
_' .. ,..
" ;'
"
II.
RecommcnClcd Procec1m:c
Lease private office and secretarial space through COl1l~ A5so~i?tcs.
Space available July 1st through November. Total cost of $625 per
rn onth includes Iol low ing : secretarial supp l ic s, electric'typewrite!",
dict,Hing cq u ipn ic nt , u s e (If XC1'~X rna ch inc , all furniture, office
}11ainlenancc, pa r k in g , b a c l.v up t olc ph onc a n swc r irig s c r v ic c , g ood
sec:nrity rnra s u r c s , c onf'c r c nc e r co m , a lLb a s ic off lc« s upp l ic s .
Location at either 1730 Rhode Isl?'nd Avc nuc or l629 ESL!'C'~l.
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Estimated B1.1dget-- Special Project
(l) Per 110nth (5 rnonth s ) . Total
Rent -;_ $()25 $3,125
.~,
Secretary -- $850 4,250
Postage and Telephone-- $75 (estimate) .450
TOTAL Operational Expenses $7~825
(2) One-time Charges
Moving from E. O. B. to Office'
.....
, .
Secur itychccks of Office .. ..
Any travel or entertainment
. (3) JAG salary (present rate) $2, 161 per, month, already covered.
"
All above 'indicated expenses (Items 1fl and '113) would suggest
running costs of less than one l1alf ofoncpe r ccut of ant ic ipat ed
gross inc orne .
.':-
cc: Hc r bc r t W. Ka lrnba ch ..
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